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FOReWORd
Anil is famous for creating immediate results in his transformational
workshops and seminars. When searching for his work online, or meeting
event or retreat participants, these are the types of things you will come
across and hear:
“I have just attended Anil Gupta’s seminar and the impact that it has had on
my life, well, words cannot describe. The feeling that I have, the motivation
that I have, to work on the relationships around me, to bless other people around
me, with my family, with my boyfriend, with my school friends. Anil really
knows what he’s talking about and already I can feel the change in my life.”
“I would like to basically say that it is absolutely amazing. We were able to use all
the practical tools and basically anything that he was able to say to us and do for
us, we were able to use it and apply it in our life.”
“I have had the privilege of knowing Anil Gupta and he is amazing. He really
has helped my life on many levels. He’s helped my relationship with my wife
and we have an amazing relationship now. Anil has the ability to connect with
people and help them see challenges they may have and just simplify them and
help us to be the real people that we are. He reminds us to not get caught up in
the little things in life.”
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ABOUt tHe AUtHOR
Anil Gupta is a gifted speaker and coach who helps people struggling with
life challenges. His personal coaching and seminars on Awareness, Happiness, and Fulfillment provide individuals with the knowledge needed
to transform their lives.
His seminars, personal coaching, retreats, and DVD’s provide individuals with the knowledge needed to transform their lives.
Anil’s extraordinary “gift” as an intuitive coach came after experiencing
massive personal pains and gains himself.
Extensive training and intuitive observation help him quickly identify
road blocks to better relationships, improved health and greater awareness.
Awareness is the key to growth. All who have experienced Anil’s gift soon
discover the light within that can transform their lives.
He has a proven process that will take you through a journey leaving
you empowered, fulfilled and joyous!
His passion now is to help others . . .
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It is Now the right time to shine
and show us how great you are,
what your passion is and
the difference you want to make in the world.
By declaring this you will see
miracles start to happen.
The Universe is on your side.
See how you get on—if you can stand it!
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Chapter 1

AWAReness
If you live with awareness—you have it all!
Anil Gupta

This is the foundation stone to human existence. Yes, it sounds like a
profound statement and it is. Without awareness, we would not be in
existence as it is a basic tool that ensures our very existence, as well
as survival.
If we were not aware of our circumstances we would have been eaten
up by wild animals or poisoned by bad food. It is the awareness that lets
us know what is going on in the world, what is a danger and what is not.
We, as human beings, have lost much of that innate skill as we live
in safer, cleaner and abundant environments.
Your ability to master this skill will have a direct impact in the
relationships and success that you have.
This one skill, if mastered, will produce abundance for you in many
forms.
Suppose you wanted to fly out to New York for a short getaway. If
you were to call the airline and asked the question “I want to fly to
New York.” What is the first question they will ask you?
• What are your travel dates?
• How many people traveling?
• How long are you staying for?
• Where are you flying from?
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The most important question is—where are you flying from? You need
to know where you are to get to where you want to get to. Otherwise,
you will get to wherever you get to. always.
It is vital to know where you are in life so that you can get to the
place you want to get to in life.
People have targets they want to get to but if you do not know where
you are, then how can you get to the place you are keen to get to? And
how do you know whether that is truly what you are seeking?
Only through awareness is this possible.
I was with my wife the other day and she said “I really want to go
to a particular place.”
I had the awareness or sensory acuity to see what she wanted was
very important to her and what a difference it would make for her to
have her wishes met. I did not always have this Awareness. That is quite
an understatement actually, as for many, many years of our married
life, I had no or very little Awareness. It was because of the love Meena
had for me that our marriage flourished. If I can develop that skill then
so can you! it is a skill that can be practiced and mastered quite easily
but requires effort.
Awareness has enormous and often immediate benefits.
I remember a time when my daughter was not her usual self and I
was fortunate to be aware of that. My questions about it produced no
response. I had to find a way.
I was able to see that she had some sort of upset so I said “Honey,
I love you very much and I know something is bothering you that is
stopping you from being truly happy at this moment. I promise not to
judge or chastise you for anything but lend a supporting ear to your
issue. If you want to talk let’s talk it over and I am sure we will find
a solution.”
It was entirely up to her whether she wanted help or wanted to
handle the situation herself. I was not attached to her response. She
received awareness of the fact that someone else noticed and became
aware of the fact that it was affecting her happiness.

4
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A quick and painless conversation followed whereby she relayed a
concern that she had for a friend at school that was resolved within
a few minutes.

5
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Chapter 2

ACQUIRInG AWAReness
We all have the potential to become magnificent oak trees.
We are acorns that need to be in the right soil (the company we
keep), the right temperatures (our mind), the right water (growth
and contribution) and on the right path (awareness).
Anil Gupta

So how does one acquire awareness?

Step One
I recommend that you begin by watching yourself. Keep a small journal
or notepad and jot things down as they come to you. Awareness begins
when you begin to be aware of your own actions and behaviors.
Watch how your mind starts to wander and think of different things
in a matter of seconds.
Write down your thoughts that come up—there will be hundreds
of them.
Write down the judgmental thoughts that you have—I still have
them and so do you. (Yes, it is okay to admit it—we all have them!)
Write down why you do things a certain way.
Write down what you think of yourself and where that came from.
Write down what you think of others and where that came from.
Be aware of your thoughts when you think of your friends, relatives
and work mates.
7
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As you start to become aware you will become aware of being aware
and that is always interesting!
You will see yourself watching you watching you!
All of these will help you build the Awareness muscle. It will not
take long before it becomes strong and producing results.
You will start to respond rather than react.

Step two
Now you are ready for the next level. This one is fun!
Start watching other people.
In traffic, at work, while out shopping, at home—do this respectfully
and not voyeuristically! It will be hard to just watch and observe but
that is the ultimate goal—to become an unattached, non judgmental
observer in a peaceful state.
As you progress you will find yourself being less and less judgmental
and eventually you will reach a point whereby you will just observe what
is going on in a passive way that leaves you untouched and unmoved
by events. You will discover that you are just acknowledging things as
they happen in a state of peace and with no attachment.
This is a peaceful and beautiful place whereby you will not be dragged
into anything that happens in front of you. You are aware and yet detached from any outcome. Things that come to your awareness pass
by like clouds in the sky.
What I have just described will give you tremendous joy and power
as you realize that you can observe what happens around without
having to react.
This is an advanced position to be in but it will not be long before
you reach that level and you will enjoy that so much as you will just
be like an observer watching a film.
You may be asking yourself “what do I get from having Awareness?”
You will be in a position of tremendous power and peace that allows
you to respond rather than react to any situation.
You will notice when you partner needs that extra attention, when
8
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they feel you are not listening, when they are happy or unhappy—all
of this will be effortless. Awareness works in your professional and
business life.
Your response will be effortless.
Awareness is the one discipline that I value above all others—even
love as you cannot fully love and be loved without it.

9
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Chapter 3

YOU
If you empower you—
You empower your life
in many different and powerful ways.
Anil Gupta

Do you realize that you are the common denominator in whatever
you do, whatever you think, wherever you go, whatever happens to
you on every occasion.
So if you want your life to change you have to change.
It is really that simple.
So how do you change?
Firstly you have to be aware of who you are being, what you are thinking, what you’re saying, how you are feeling, etc. You need awareness
and once you have that awareness then you’re able to make changes
in a positive and impactful manner with almost immediate results.
In my case, I awoke one day to find that I had run my life being blissfully unaware of my arrogance, self righteousness, uncaring, egotistical, self-centeredness and I had been living by just being on autopilot.
I could not understand why I was getting the results that I was
getting. I just could not work it out. Then one day after some deep
soul-searching I found the answer . . . it was me!
It wasn’t about the other people in my life. It wasn’t about the circumstances in my life. It wasn’t about the economy. It wasn’t about the
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government. It wasn’t about where I was living. It wasn’t about who I
was living with. It was me.
What we have always been told is not to be egotistical or self-centered
but it really has gone too far because we do need to work on ourselves.
By working on ourselves we are able to help other people. Have
you ever listened to the flight attendant an airplane when they do the
safety checks? What do you do when the oxygen masks come down
in an emergency?
They always tell you to put the oxygen masks on yourself first, not
on your children, not on your loved ones, but on yourself first.
You need to serve you first before you can serve others.
It is time to look after yourself. It is time to spend more time on you.
And you are very important. I don’t mean to be egotistical, self-centered
or self-righteous, but just so that you know that you are important to you.
To make a difference to you first will ensure that you are performing
to a very high standard. It will guarantee that you have integrity, that
you have honesty and loyalty. It is to assure that you have humbleness,
you have joy, you have power. It allows you to love yourself.
Here are profound yet simple truths:
If you change—your life changes.
If you change—your relationships change.
If you change—the people around you miraculously change.
If you don’t believe me try for a day or so to be a different person
and you’ll see you will feel different—you’ll be perceived differently
by the people around you and they will respond differently to you.
For your life to change you have to change.
It also stems from awareness. Once you have that awareness you’re
no longer working on autopilot you have the ability to make changes.
And even a small change can produce a big result. Here is a personal
example:
My wife used to get very irritated with
me because I never put the toothpaste cap
back on the toothpaste tube. It really didn’t
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bother me but on occasions I would do it quite deliberately because it
used to annoy her. No matter what she said to me, I would not listen.
So one day she said something to me and my level of awareness rose
considerably, she said this to me. “Honey, whenever you do not put the
cap back on the toothpaste, I lose love for you.”
Wow! My level of awareness made me realize that my wife did not
love me as much as she could in that moment and that the simple actions I was repeating were actually causing her to lose little bits of love
for me (that I immediately felt in my gut!).
What was I going to do about it? Was I going to continue not putting the lid back on the toothpaste or should I change this one simple
thing—especially now that it was brought to my awareness.
What would happen if I changed?
Why should I do it?
What is the benefit to me?
These are all questions that came to my mind instantly but the
overriding concept was simple—she loses love for me.
Is that what I really wanted, knowing how easy it was for me to
change—literally in an instant now that I was aware of this?
Now, each and every time I look at the toothpaste tube, I always
think of Meena and the great love for my wife. There is often a detectable smile on my face.
So you see, one small change produces so much more love—my
capacity to love increased.
This applied to the other instances in my life which also have had
significant impacts in the rest of my life because I started looking to
see how I could improve my ability to be a better son, a better father,
a better husband, a better friend, etc., and overall, really, a better person.
Awareness is the key.

13
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Chapter 4

CApACItY
I had often sought answers from afar when the answers were
on my doorstep. You will find that you have been sitting on the
treasure but have never bothered to look within to find out.
Take a close look at your life—ask one question—what am I not
seeing that is staring me in the face?
Anil Gupta

In the chapter on You I had informed you about the toothpaste story
and how I increased my capacity to love and how I increased my capacity to be a better person.
As you become a better person, as you become aware, as you start
taking action, as you start seeing results you will notice that your ability
and capacity to love and be loved will increase dramatically.
Your capacity to become a better person increases, your capacity to
serve others increases, your overall capacity increases. The results are
immediate and quite addictive.
I remember the path that I took with my wife Meena. I remember
many times I thought that I could not love her anymore than I did and
that I had reached my capacity to love her. But then I grew, and my
capacity to love her increased and is still increasing with even more
joy. And just when I feel I have reached the capacity, it happens again
and I increase my capacity again and I am filled with even more joy.
This happened with my son and my daughter and my father and my
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mother and my friends. As a result, the overall person that I became
was that of I having an abundance of love to give and to receive.
It is an amazing process that will bring incredible results that will
have a knock on effect on other people in your life. It will make you
more energized, give you a more vital life, a vibrant, joyous, blissful
feeling—the sky is the limit basically.

How
How can you increase your capacity?
The fundamental way to increase your capacity is through awareness. You need to have the awareness before you can make changes.
Otherwise, you are walking around in a daze or autopilot, reacting as
opposed to responding.
While unaware, you are just not living a life that you want to live
but rather living a life that others want you to!
Awareness is the fundamental trait I have mentioned many times,
the importance of which must be repeated as it is of fundamental importance.
Awareness is the main building block of your entire life.
Awareness is the master key.
Once you have some awareness about the capacity to love, ask yourself these questions:
How can I increase my capacity
• to love
• to be loved
• to be more giving
• to be more caring
• to be kind
• to be more generous
• to live a fuller life
• to be happy
• to be fulfilled

16
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Basically, it is the quality of questions that you ask once you have the
awareness that will derive the results that you get.
It is vital to ask a quality question so that you get a quality answer.
So, for example, a quality question would be “How can I be more loving in this moment?”
You have an amazing brain that is willing to serve you at all times—it
will always serve you to the best of its ability.
So if you are to ask the brain the quality question it will give you
quality answer. A poor quality question would’ve been: “Why am I not
loving?” The brain will always serve you and it will give you an answer
to your question. You will not like the answer!
Note the important difference in the quality and wording of the
questions.
The 2nd question produced an answer which will not move you to
the next level. It will not propel you to have a greater capacity. It will
not endear yourself to yourself.
Quality questions will produce quality answers.
Once again, this is about awareness. Be aware of the quality of the
questions that you ask yourself.
We ask ourselves questions every day, every minute of every day—
these are almost like incantations and they can have a positive or negative effect depending on the quality of those incantations.

Chapter exercise
Here is an exercise I have for you.
Get yourself a timer. For one hour, write down all the questions
you may ask yourself. This is a powerful exercise where you will see
how distracting your subconscious has been to your own happiness.
You need to carry on with your normal tasks and just notice and
write down the thoughts that you have. For the moment, do not pay
attention if they are negative or positive or if they are serving you or
not serving you. This is not a time to get distracted by judgment. At
this moment, just observe and write down those observations.
17
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You will be amazed at the thoughts that you have during the day
and the incantations that you have.
When you are finished, review what thoughts came and went and
gain awareness to which serve your overall growth and happiness,
and which do not.

18
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Chapter 5

nAmAste
—Clarity Brings Focus—
—Focus Brings Action—
—Action Brings Results—
—Results Brings Growth—
—Growth Brings Success—
—Success Brings Fulfillment—
—Fulfillment Brings All—
—it is time for clarity—
—Namaste—

19
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Namaste.
That’s a strange greeting, is it not?
I begin all of my seminars with this greeting. I am Indian and have
used this greeting for over 50 years, but never really knew what it
meant. I’ll tell you what it means to me. It means “The greatness inside
me honors the greatness inside you. The Divinity inside me honors the
Divinity inside you. The God inside me honors the God inside you.”
So imagine if you greeted everybody with those thoughts in your
head. Would there be any doubt as to whether you would have a greater
connection? Imagine greeting your partner in the morning by looking
them in the eye ( your child even) and said, “Namaste.” In that moment,
you are connected.
You can be fully present to each other.
Imagine if you said this to your daughter, “Honey, the greatness
inside me honors the greatness inside you.”
Imagine how your daughter would feel. Imagine how you would
feel. This simple word could sustain you for the rest of the day.
It is incredibly powerful.
Namaste.

20
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Chapter 6

tHe JOURneY
To lead a fulfilled and joyous life—surround yourself with people
who love you for who you are and what you stand for. These people
will provide you with the encouragement and true love that will
nourish and inspire you. Spend less or no time with people who do
not serve you—this is a vital to a truly joyous life.
Anil Gupta

We’re going to take you on a journey. On this journey you’ll get to a
place where you’ll have more love for yourself, more love for the people
around you, and it’s a journey that has many ups and downs, but it’s a
journey that you will enjoy.
On this journey I will teach you many, many tools, that you can
apply in your personal, business life and professional life.
With these tools—if correctly applied—you will be able to diffuse
any situation, to be in control of any situation, to be happier, to be more
fulfilled. After all, that’s what we’re all about.
But, how do we start this journey? This journey starts from a simple
notion of, “where are we?”
Remember the travel agent at the ticketing counter. You have to
know where you are to be able to plan for where you are going.
Having that awareness will give you one thing that we all need, and
that’s clarity.
Clarity is power.
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Once you have clarity, you have power.
Once you have power, you can take action.
Once you take action, you get results.
Once you get results, you get progress.
Once you get progress, it leads to success.
Success provides for happiness
And happiness leads to fulfillment.
It’s really that simple, but you have to go on that journey.
You have to get the clarity first.

How Do You Get the Clarity?
Through the process and the methodologies that I’ll be teaching you.
How cool would it be that you got clarity? And from clarity you get all
the growth, all the fulfillment that you’ve ever wanted.
After all, that’s ultimately what we really, really want.
Clarity is Power.
Moved, touched, and Inspired
It’s incredibly powerful to get clarity. I promise you, you’ll be moved,
touched, and inspired. You will live with more clarity with all the
riches that brings.
So how do we do this? Firstly, I would ask you to get a notebook.
Just use it as you read this book. Take notes on all thoughts that come
to your mind and the exercises I suggest.
At the back of the book, just write the insights that you get. And
you’ll get a lot of them. By doing that will allow you an easy reference
place to remind yourself of all the great insights you have had.
Write Down Your Insights
And then you can always refer to the insights very quickly and reinforce
them. It’s very powerful. In one seminar I asked a participant, “What
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was the major turning point for you?” And he said, “One sentence was
the complete seminar for me.”

One Sentence
There may be one thing I discuss that could resonate with you, so it’s
important to read through all of the book in the right order, because
I do take you on a journey.
It is a process.
Start your way from the beginning and work your way to the end.
Please don’t go to the end and skip.
It is a proven process, it is a proven methodology, with proven results,
and the results are almost instantaneous.
Have you seen my testimonials, they all say the same thing. They
have received profound wisdom and profound change. The quality of
their life has changed, not only has the quality of their life changed,
but the quantity of their life has changed.
“Really? You mean I’m going to live longer?”
Yes, because if you’re happier, you’re going to be healthier. If you’re
healthier, you’re going to live longer and you will want to live longer.
And when you’re surrounded by love, you’re surrounded by people
who enjoy you. And above all else, if you love yourself, that’s the most
important thing.
Loving yourself will change the feeling you have for other people.
It will change the relationships they have with you; it will change the
relationships that you have with them.
The most vital thing you need to do is change yourself. By you changing, your life will change, because you are the common denominator
in every relationship.
YOU
I’ve done the research. Did you know that on the day you are born you
have an average of two hundred and thirty-five relationships? Yes! It
is true. The day you are born you have a midwife, you have a doctor,
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you have a dentist even though you have no teeth, you have your relatives and their friends, you have your father, mother, uncles, aunts etc.
The common relationship to all of these is you. You are the common
denominator. For your life to change, you must change.

Please take time to work on the exercises
I’m going to give you some exercises to do. They are important to gain
the maximum results. Take your time in doing them.
Be Honest

Above all else, be honest. If you’re honest you can work out where you
are. Honesty will bring awareness of where you are. Honesty will give
you that.
Be Coachable

Be coachable, take on some of the ideas I give you. Some of them you
will agree with, some of them you don’t, but just take it on. By being
coachable it allows you the freedom to change. Just take on what I have
to say. If you don’t agree with it you don’t have to do it, but just try the
exercises, the exercises are very important.
trust the Process

Trust the process. It has worked, it will work, it will always work. You
have to do the process in the given way.

Remember what one particular attendee said, one sentence can completely change your life. So listen out for that one sentence.
Statistic: 50%+ of Marriages Fail in Western World
We all know the statistics about marriages. Fifty percent are failing,
maybe more. Although fifty percent are failing, how many people are
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in a marriage that isn’t serving them? How powerful would it be if you
were given a tool that will allow you to pick the perfect partner? How
powerful would it be if you knew what to look for? How much pain
would that save you? How much pain would that save your children?
A lot of pain. It will not only save you pain, it will give you pleasure.
It’s a win-win.
Statistics: You Would Rather Die Than Talk in Public
Do you know that people would rather die than talk in public? How
crazy is that? We all love talking. What stops us from talking in public?
Fear.
And fear runs our lives. Where does the fear come from?
It normally comes from the past, something happened in the past.
Again, we’re going to give you methodologies that can remove that
fear. Ones that can destroy the fear. And you will get, above all else,
clarity on how to do that. Clarity is, as you now know, very powerful.
I’d like you to watch a short video. This video completely changed
my life. It’s only three minutes long, but please, watch the video. Currently it is on YouTube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nw0s4C0g5SM
After watching, write down how you feel. Write down the insights that
you got from it. I promise you’ll be moved, touched, and inspired—just
by this three minute video.
For those of you with no computer access, the text follows (though
it does not have the same effect as watching).
Person One: “Mrs. Lee, I believe you have some words to say about
the dearly departed.”
The Bereaved Widow: “I’m not going to sing praises for my late
husband, not today. Neither am I going to talk about how good he
was. Enough people have done that here. Instead I want to talk about
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some things that will make some of you a bit uncomfortable. First off,
I want to talk about what happened in bed. Ever had difficulty starting your car engine in the morning? [Snoring noises which imitate an
old car not wanting to start] Well that’s exactly what David’s snoring
sounded like. But wait, snoring wasn’t everything. There was also
this rear-end wind action going on as well. Some nights it would be
so forceful it would wake him up. “What was that?” he would ask. “Oh,
it’s the dog,” I would say, “go back to sleep dear.” You may find this all
very funny, but towards the end of his life, when his illness was at its
worst, these sounds indicated to me that my David was still alive. And
what I wouldn’t give to hear those sounds again before I sleep. In the
end, it’s these small things that you remember, the little imperfections
that make them perfect for you. So to my beautiful children, I hope one
day, you too find yourself life partners who are as beautifully imperfect
as your father was to me.”
End of video

Now, write down how you felt and who you thought of while you
watched this video.
Be honest with yourself.
Did you enjoy watching the video?
Were you moved?
Were you touched?
Were you inspired?
I was.
I’ll tell you where it impacted my life.
I used to complain about many habits of my wife, son and daughter.
They would leave things lying around. They would touch my stuff.
They would do things that would annoy me.
After watching that video, when I see things on the floor, instead
of complaining about it, I rejoice now. Because now I see it and I can
say, “That’s my son, he did that. He left that there. I love my son. I am
so happy he is here.”
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When my wife does something that would have previously annoyed
me, I now look at it in a different way. I say to myself, “My wife did
that. How lucky I am.” It brings me to the present that she is here, with
me, and whatever it is that would have angered me is now beautifully
imperfect, just as the widow discussed in the video.
I am aware and present to the fact that they are here, and I am overflowing with gratitude for that blessing—one most of us take for granted.
You see, the circumstance hasn’t changed, but how I feel about it
has. So now I have chosen to be in control. I control life rather than
life controlling me.
This is the start of the journey. The next steps follow now.
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Chapter 7

HOW mUCH
dO YOU KnOW?
You need to know what you want in life. There are no lean times,
no points to reach, nowhere to get to—if you know who you are.
When you find out what you stand for and what your commitment,
purpose and mission is—you will see that time and you will
disappear. What would happen if you spent every breath
of your life doing what you know you want to do?
You would feel on top of the world!
Anil Gupta

all the Knowledge in the World

Imagine a big circle representing all the knowledge in the world.
How much knowledge do you know?
You may be surprised, but I would guess only say approximately 1%.
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What You Know

One percent is all the knowledge that you know.
What is the rest of it?
The rest is all the knowledge that you do not know, right?
That’s probably what I would have said too, but actually, it’s not.
There’s all the knowledge that we know, which is one percent.
Do you know how to fly a rocket ship?
No.
But you know that you do not know how to do that. Correct?
So there’s what you know and there’s what you know that you don’t
know.
What does that leave behind? Interesting, now you’re thinking, aren’t
you? It made me think. So the balance is this, it’s what you don’t know
that you don’t know. What does that mean?

What You Don’t Know

What I know that
I don’t know

What I don’t know
that I don’t know
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For me it means this: I’m working on my computer and I’m doing
some very laborious editing. My daughter comes up to me and she
says, “Dad, why are you doing it that way? Why don’t you just do this
and this? And you’re done.”
I didn’t know that, but I didn’t know that I didn’t know that.
Does that make sense?
But that’s an area that we are going to be working on and that gives
you more awareness, more clarity.

My Passport
I remember a time when I had to take a flight. I was in a rush, as I
always am, and I couldn’t find my passport. I looked everywhere for
it but I couldn’t find it. What am I going to do?
Suddenly we had a blackout, I thought, “Why does this have to happen to me? I have to do something as I have a flight to catch.”
I couldn’t find it, my wife was out, my kids were out, I was alone in
the house. I looked outside and the streetlight was on and I had a brainwave. So I went outside and started looking for my passport out there.

You may be laughing, but it was the logical thing for me to do.
A neighbor comes out and says, “Anil, what are you doing?”
I said, “Bill, I need to find my passport, will you help me?”
He said, “Sure, I’ll help you,” so we scrambled around looking for
the passport together.
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After about a few minutes, he said, “Anil, I don’t see the passport here.
I don’t see it at all.” Then he asked me a question, “Where did you drop it?”
“Well, I dropped it inside the house.”
And then he looked at me and said, “You dropped it inside the house
and you’re looking here. Why are you looking here?”
I got a little bit irritated with him.
I thought, “What’s wrong with you? I’m looking here because the
light’s better here. Isn’t that obvious?”
It’s funny, isn’t it?
If you think about it logically, the light’s better so it gives me a better chance of finding it.
But you know what?
That’s what we do as human beings.
Imagine that you have a problem with your life in some way.
Is it not the case that we often try and find the solution in the outside
world rather than the inside world. The solution is not out “there.” The
solutions are within.
The solutions are not hard to find.
If you focus from within then all the answers are there.
I promise you, you’ll find all the answers you’re looking for. The
light may be better out there but that will not allow you to find what
you are searching for.
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Chapter 8

eXpeCtAtIOns
Look for the greatness in your child, nephew, niece, father, mother,
spouse, sibling, workmate, teacher, etc. There is something totally
awesome in all of us and it is quite often lost somewhere by all the
“stuff” we all have to deal with. But just stop and go within and ask
yourself this one question: “What is truly great about this person?”
You will be totally amazed at the answers you get.
Anil Gupta

We all have expectations. The problem with expectations is that they
will ultimately lead to an upset. How is that? Let me explain to you. If
I expect someone to be on time and they’re not, I’m going to get upset.
If I expect the bus to be at a particular place at a particular time and
it’s not or it leaves early before I get there, I’m going to get upset.
So expectations will lead to upsets.
So how do we handle that?
It’s simple really. We handle that by not having expectations.
We have expectations for our friends, for our family and we have
expectations for our business.
Let me ask you a question, do we have different expectations for
family than we do for friends?
Yes, we do.
Our friends can do anything and we let them off, and say, “It’s okay,
you’re my buddy, no problem” but if a family member does something
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similar we have a higher expectation. We think to ourselves “Oh, they
should have known, don’t they know better, that’s disrespectful, blah,
blah, blah, blah, blah.”
So by having expectations, and especially by having high expectations, you’re more likely to get an upset.
By removing the expectations, the upsets will disappear.
We have different expectations for different people. I have a different one for my wife, my children, my colleagues. So being aware will
allow me that freedom to not get upset.

expectations Lead to Upsets
Expectations lead to upsets, so every time you’re upset, ask yourself,
“Why am I upset?”
Is it because I was expecting something to happen?
That’s another tool that you’ve just got to use through awareness.
Whenever you get upset, ask yourself that question.
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Chapter 9

FILteRs
If you were to find out that time is an illusion, that your life has
made a difference and that there is nowhere to get to because you
are already there—what difference would that make.
Anil Gupta

Now that you understand about expectations and that we have different
expectations for different people. We also have something called filters.
We have different filters for different people.
What does that mean?
So supposing you wore orange sunglasses and you looked at a white
wall, the wall would look orange. If your friend is sitting next to you
and you said, “Hey, what color is that wall?” He’ll say, “White.”
You could have a heated argument with him if you wanted.
“No, no, no, it’s orange.”
“No, no, no, it’s white.”
“It’s orange.”
“It’s white.”
And this is what happens in a fight.
People see things in a different way.
They have different filters.
I have a different filter for my wife. I have a different filter for my
son. I have a different filter for my daughter. I have a different filter
for teenagers.
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Some people think teenagers are loud, obnoxious, noisy. I personally
think they’re caring, knowledgeable, beautiful people.
It’s my filter against their filter.
I have a different filter for my mother-in-law. I have a different
filter for my father-in-law. I have a different filter for my hairdresser.
Can you see by using that technology of being aware that you have
different filters for different people, will again give you that clarity.

exercise:
Write down in your book, the different filters that you have. The different filters for the different people that you have and the way you
listen to those people.
How do you listen to your daughter compared to your son? How do
you listen to your father compared to your mother? How do you listen
to your brother compared to your sister? Look at your work colleagues;
you have different filter for different members of staff? Look at your
friends; you have different filters for different friends?
It’s important to know that you have these different filters.
It will lead to clarity.
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Chapter 10

InFInIte pAtIenCe
If you want peace you have to be peaceful first, if you want love
you have to be love, if you want happiness then first be happy.
It all starts from within you.
Anil Gupta

Infinite patience produces immediate results.
What does that mean?
What it is, is this: imagine you know you are going to get a particular
result, e.g. you are going to pass a certain exam. If you know that and
you have the patience to realize you have the ability to pass the exam,
which is in nine days, nine weeks, or nine months, or whatever timespan,
you can be calm and peaceful. You don’t have to fret about it. But if you
don’t have that patience, you’re going to fret about it, you’re going to
get upset and you’re not going to enjoy the time leading to the exam.
My personal example is this: My son was probably about six years
old and I thought he wasn’t making enough progress. We Indians are
high achievers and all our family members are doctors, dentists, professionals etc. etc. I thought I’d better make him step up so I brought
him a tutor.
I got him some extra coaching and that went on for a number years.
Then one day I realized what I was doing. I was making him wrong.
I wasn’t letting him grow at his own pace. I was trying to fix him and
it wasn’t serving me because I was tense, I was always concerned about
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him and then one day I had enough, “That’s it. I’m not going to do that
anymore.” It gave me the most tremendous relief and it allowed my son
to grow. And he blossomed in a very short space of time but we also
had so much more fun and peace together.
He’s an incredible human being. He’s got courage, energy, vitality,
confidence, charisma etc. He’s got everything that I have ever wanted
of him and more!
Imagine how much pain I would have saved if I had infinite patience
at the age of six to say, “I trust him. Everything is going to be fine, there
is nothing to fix, all will be well.”
It would have saved me a lot of pain. It would have saved him a lot
of pain.
So infinite patience produces immediate results.
That one sentence can dramatically change the quality of your life.
Infinite patience produces immediate results.

exercise:
Write down the areas of your life where infinite patience would benefit
you. Some examples are: your child’s progress, your relationships, your
business progress, your progress in life, etc.
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Chapter 11

WHAt YOU tHInK OF me!
Life throws us many curve balls. They are there
to make you stronger, wiser and healthier and
ultimately to a state of fulfillment.
Anil Gupta

After spending a whole day tirelessly delivering my seminar, I asked
the participants what part of the seminar they enjoyed the most.
I want to share one sentence that completely altered one participant’s life.
What you think of me is none of my business.
This has incredible power because it’s true! We are as human beings
always concerned about what other people are thinking of us—taking
action upon this statement will release you from much pain.
People are going to think about whatever they are going to think
about. You’re not going to make any difference to them. They’ll think
about whatever they want to think about so let them go ahead and do it.
People are so occupied with themselves, let them be so! It’s fine, it’s
okay. Let them think what they want.
Release their power over you. It gives you tremendous freedom and
a sense of great relief.
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Let’s re-cap:
Clarity Brings Focus
Focus Brings Action
Action Brings Results
Results Brings Growth
Growth Brings Success
Success Brings Fulfillment
Fulfillment Brings All
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Chapter 12

tHe dAtInG FAÇAde
Everything that we do is for a feeling—that is it. We eat and drink
for a feeling, we choose our friends and partners for a feeling that
it gives us. We have cars, houses, possessions. etc., for the feeling we
get. If we can control our feelings we can control our lives.
Anil Gupta

What is the dating façade?
Imagine a boy and a girl. They meet, they see each other across
the room. He looks at her and says, “Wow, she’s really cute. Oh, look
at her hair, she’s attractive. She’s got a lot of friends. Oh my goodness,
look at her laugh.” Now he’s instantly attracted to her. And she looks
across the room and looks at him, “Wow, he’s really cute. He’s muscular,
he’s athletic. I like him, he’s rugged, he’s handsome. He’s tall, he’s well
dressed. Just what I am looking for.”
So they’re attracted to each other. Then they meet, they talk and
get on real well and of course one thing leads to another. Everything
they both do is to please the other person.
But actually what’s happening is this: she’s putting on a façade. She’s
acting and doing things that will please him, and he is putting on a
façade too because he’s doing things to please her.
All of the time. Whether or not either one is conscious of this or
not—they are practicing the dating façade.
Whatever she does is fantastic. “Oh my god, did you see that? She
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is so amazing!” And whatever he does is perfect. “I love when he does
that, he is fantastic!”
So they date and this façade goes on, and eventually they get married. And then all of a sudden he doesn’t have to act to keep her happy
or keep her attracted to him, so he lets down his guard and he begins
to “be” himself.
And she has the same feeling and experience. “I’m married now,
everything’s good, I can just let go and be myself.”
All of a sudden he looks at her and she looks at him and they both
say the same thing: “You’re not the person I married. The person I
married was never like this person at all!”
And this is what happens. No one has really changed, it is just that
the façade is now over because the players have become comfortable.
Imagine you could meet someone without the façade and that you
could see them for who they really are. They could see you for who
you really are.

How powerful would that be?
What type of relationship would you then have?
It would be authentic. There’s no guard to let down, they’ll see you
for who you are, this is what happens in friendships. Your friends see
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you as you are, warts and all. That’s the definition of friendship.
You’re my friend and you know more about me, you know the dirt
about me, but you’re still my friend. There’s no façade to let down. This
is why friendships work but marriages fail.
I had an arranged marriage.
I came into it with four rules. Seriously, four rules. They were:
1. Can you speak the language?
2. Are you willing to live with my parents? I’m not saying you have
to, but are you willing to live with my parents?
3. You must eat meat. I didn’t want a girl that didn’t eat meat.
4. Do you love children and do you want children?
These were my rules. I should have asked one more: can you cook? But
that’s my bad. I spent the first two years of married life cooking. But
she saw me as I was, I saw her as she was, that’s it.
This one tip will save you so much pain, so much anguish, so much
hurt.
I’m going to give you an exercise that will allow you to pick the
perfect partner. It’s incredibly powerful and insightful. It will save
you so much pain and anguish and it will give you so much pleasure,
enjoyment and vitality. If you just do this one thing.
Pick the right partner.
Pick the right friend.
Who you spend time with will determine who you become.

exercise:
Write down your must haves for a relationship—for your perfect partner.
Like a shopping list. Be honest. What are your rules? What must your
ideal partner have for you to be happy?
In my live events I see people who have so many rules/ must haves
that it is impossible to have any relationship that will last.
The shorter the list the greater the chance of success.
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Chapter 13

WHAt Is LOVe?
If you want to improve your relationships,
just serve the other person with no thought about
what you will get back.
Anil Gupta

What is love? What’s your definition of love? Why am I asking? Well,
ultimately that’s what we’re all seeking, so you need to know what
love is. By changing your definition of love you will change how you
feel about love!
My definition of love is this: love is acceptance.
When a baby is born, to the mother it is the most beautiful baby
in the world. To an observer, it’s not the most beautiful baby in the
world. The baby looks wrinkled and not beautiful at all! It is not the
most beautiful thing in the world.
But what makes it so beautiful is this: the mother will accept the
baby as is.
The mother will always accept the baby.
That is the greatest feeling in the world; acceptance.
Wen you accept the other person for who they are you instantly have
love for that person. That definition, by itself, will make a profound
difference to the way you look at people. The ability to accept will
determine the quality and quantity of your happiness.
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The Ability to Accept Will Determine
the Quality and Quantity of Your Happiness
Now tell me, honestly, if you use that definition of love, does that make
a difference to you?
Love is acceptance.
How does your life change if your definition of love equals acceptance?
Now, with this new insight, take out your notebook again and write
down areas where you can immediately apply this in your life.
What difference will it make if you immediately apply this?
What insights come to mind that you are aware of?
These notes that you’re taking will make a difference to you, because
it’s another insight that you’ll get. If you refer back to the insight you
can get present to it. If you get present to it, you get awareness and that
will give you a choice. The choice is then to take action or to not take
action. If you do take action, you will get results immediately.
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Chapter 14

BeHAVIORs
The more comfortable you are on the inside, the more
comfortable you will be on the outside.
Anil Gupta

If love was based purely on behavior, then perhaps none of us would
have been loved as teenagers!
Seriously, if love was based purely on behavior, then let’s be honest,
none of us—as teenagers—would be loved.
Really, would we?
I know, I was a terrible teenager. I gave my Mum and Dad so much
pain and anguish, because I was what you call a coconut.
What’s a coconut? You may be asking . . .
When I was at school there were probably eight hundred white
students in the school and there were three Indians. I was one of them.
When I got home I was in an Indian family.
At school I’m white, at home I’m brown. Hence the coconut.
On the outside I’m brown, but on the inside I was white. I was so
confused.
I didn’t have any of these technologies to turn to.
I didn’t know who to turn to, who to talk to. It was so confusing to me.
But now you have tools. You have these technologies that you can use.
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It will make a profound difference if you put the tools I have given
you to use.
And pay it forward!
You can pass these tools, technologies onto your friends, your relatives, your family, your children.
You may wish to pull out your notebook again and take a moment
to write down any thoughts, ideas, insights or observations.
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Chapter 15

WHO Is nUmBeR One?
Happiness is not a pursuit. Enlightenment is not a pursuit.
It is a state. It is who you are being. It is what and how you are
experiencing. It is being present. It is a choice.
Anil Gupta

Let me ask you a question: do you make your partner number one? Or
do you make your children number one?
Is your partner #1?
Are the children #1?
You must make your partner your number 1 priority to have a beautiful and fulfilling relationship.
Who do you pay more attention to?
Your children or your spouse?
I know the answer . . . ninety-nine out of a hundred times it’s your
children, but there’s a big cost to that and I’ll explain to you why.
If you make your partner number two and you make your children
number one, this is what will happen: the children will realize that
they are more important than your spouse.
Your spouse will feel neglected, he or she will not feel respected and
he or she will lose some love for you.
So the spouse (or partner) will compensate in some manner. They’ll
do other things, get a hobby or they’ll lose focus. That is what will
happen and the children will grow up in that environment.
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This will be the “model of love” you will “teach” your children without even knowing that you are teaching them.
So what will then happen when the children leave?
Spouse #1 turns to spouse #2 to give them attention, but spouse #2
already has been occupied somewhere else. They’re busy, they’ve got
their routine—they have set up their own way of being happy without
the spouse.
Remember now that they’ve likely had that routine for fifteen or
more years. And now, the children have grown up with a view to make
their children more important than their spouses. And therein is the
explanation of the vicious cycle.
Imagine if you could terminate that cycle right now.
You can!
Make your spouse number one.

If you make him or her number one he/she is going to feel loved and
respected.
The children will see their parents making each other number one
and they will do the same for their children.
They will see what a caring, loving relationship their parents had.
They too will have that caring, loving relationship.
By you making your partner number one, you will create such a
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strong bond, such a great feeling amongst yourselves that it will give
you great joy and great pleasure.
Remember that your own children will see this and their kids will feel
that sense of love. You must realize that you are not neglecting your kids,
but rather, you are empowering them. You are giving them the vitality,
the energy, the tools, so that they too can have a relationship like yours.
Your capacity to love increases—your children receive even more love!
My wife is totally number one.
She’s my goddess.
The children come number two.
She’s my number one priority. I look after her as my number one
priority. She looks after me as her number one priority. My kids see
that, they will do the same. If you meet my kids you will see happy,
beautiful, joyous, grounded, centered and loving kids.
You have to make your partner number one.
It will save your relationship!

exercise:
Write down the ways you can make your partner #1.
Some examples of this are:
• Serve his or her needs first
• Talk to them more
• Give them attention
• Pamper them
• Make them feel special
• Spend time alone
• Have outings together
• Hold hands
• Have a “date night”
• Play more
• Go out for an ice cream
• Praise, love and respect them.
• Take notice of a new hair style, outfit, etc.
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Chapter 16

meAnInG-mAKInG
mACHInes
If you mainly focus and become stronger on the inside then
you will become stronger on the outside too—work from the
inside out for a fulfilled life.
Anil Gupta

As human beings, we make everything mean something.
Everything.
Something happens, we make it mean something. For me, if you don’t
return my call it means you don’t love me, care for me, or respect me!
What actually happened was—you did not return my call.
We are meaning-making machines.
Have a look at your life.
What do you make things mean?
Oh, my wife didn’t do this, it means that she doesn’t love me. Or
my wife did this, she should have done that, that means she doesn’t
respect me etc., etc.
Once you think about it, you will realize this happens on automatic
pilot. We instantly make these decisions.
Where in your life do you make things mean something?
If you begin to be conscious and aware of it you will find yourself
remembering, when your son says something you make it mean something. “Oh, he’s being disrespectful, he’s not listening, I’ve told him
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many times, why doesn’t he listen?”
Sound familiar?
What we need to do is this: we need to separate what we make something mean and what actually happened. So, for example, if someone
doesn’t call me back, I make it mean they don’t care, they don’t respect
me, etc. But what actually happened was this: they did not call me back.
That’s all that happened. End of story.
Stop attaching your meaning to the circumstance and you will
save yourself so much pain, worry, and grief.

exercise:
Please write down the following:
• What do you make things mean?
• What actually happened?
• How does this impact your life?
• What would happen if you gave it a different or no meaning?
How many times do we make things mean something? Be honest. The
answer is: every single time.
“Oh, my wife gave me the look. The look means she’s upset.” All that
happened was this: my wife looked at me in a particular way, that’s it.
It doesn’t mean anything. We’re always looking for meaning. When
you look for a meaning you’ll always find it. Because as human beings
we love to be right.
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Chapter 17

BeInG RIGHt
It is the journey not the destination that gives joy to your lives!
You will find that the obstacles you had faced had been created by
you. Once you get this awareness you are on the journey to joy.
Anil Gupta

Humans love to be right.
It’s true.
I know that. You know that. We all know that!
We have fights. After a while, in that fight, you think, “What am I
fighting about?” Because you’ve forgotten. But you want to be right so
you continue the fight just to be right about it and then you’ll be right
about being right.
Am I right?
Yeah, I’m right, I know I’m right!
If you know that humans are meaning-making machines, if you
know that humans love to be right, you can do something about it,
you can take action.
You can stop the vicious cycle and you can stop it in an instant.

exercise:
Please write down the following:
• Where have you been right?
• With your partner?
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Children?
Work mates?
Family?
Friends?
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Chapter 18

tHe speedBOAt
Have you ever been in a boat? Yes, of course you have. So imagine this:
the boat’s going along and behind you there is the wake, which is all
the turbulence.
So let me ask you a question: what propels the boat forward?
Is it the engine or is it the wake (the turbulence behind the boat)?

Think about it. If you took the boat and put it into a still pond, there’s no
turbulence there, so if it goes forward it would be the engine, correct?
So the engine propels the boat forward, correct?
I think we can all agree on that.
Let me give you a representation: the engine is you, the engine is me.
We are the propeller, the engine, everything. We are the boat. The future
is where the boat is going to go and the past is where the boat has been.
So what propels us into the future?
For a lot of us it’s the past, it’s the wake.
The past determines our future, but that’s not the case in reality.
We determine the future we want to live into.
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Not the past, but a lot of us live a life where the past equals the future.
So imagine that you are driving a car and you are looking at the
rearview mirror. What’s going to happen? Yes, you’re going to crash.
That’s what’s going to happen to you if you keep on living in the past.
You’re going to crash.
You’re going to get the same results and if you keep on getting the
same results then that’s the definition of madness, it’s insanity. I know,
I’ve been there, I’ve done it many times, but I was on auto-pilot. It was
incredibly painful for me. I got a huge insight—a painful insight, but
I got it. As soon as I got it I took action. Immediate results will follow.

exercise:
Write down where in your life the past has been creating your future.
• Past relationships
• My past friendships
• My past relationship with my parents
• My childhood
• My bad experiences, etc.
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Chapter 19

QUALItY OF QUestIOns
The results you are getting is due to who you are being and to
change the results all you have to do is change who you are being.
Are you being a victim? Are you energized? Are you loving?
Are you a great parent, child, sibling? Are you taking action?
Are you knowledgeable in your field? etc.
What questions can you ask yourself to be better?
Anil Gupta

The quality of your life is totally dependent upon the quality of the
questions you ask yourself.
I have to thank Tony Robbins for that profound life lesson. It is true.
The quality of your life is dependent on the quality of the questions
you ask yourself.
I used to ask very stupid questions myself “Why are you so stupid?
Why did you do that? Why did you do that, again! Are you crazy ? Does
she love me ? Why does this keep happening ?”
All of these things used to go through my mind and I would get
appropriate responses back from my brain. That is the way the brain
works! I know there is similar dialogue in your head too.
Why do you keep doing that?
You know that if you ask a silly question, you’ll get a silly answer.
So you need to ask more empowering questions and hence you will
receive more empowering answers.
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So the more empowering question becomes “how could I change
the questions I ask myself?”
I could say, “Hey, what am I learning from this? How could I change
this? What can I do differently? What am I learning?”
How, what, when—a number of better quality questions.
Once you ask a quality question you will get a quality answer.

exercise:
Write down what kind of questions you ask yourself.
• Why do I do this?
• Why do I get the same results?
Whatever the questions you ask, write it down then ask a better question to replace it with.
• How can I do a better job here?
• How can I learn from this?
• How can I serve my wife better?
• How can I serve my child in a better way?
By asking quality questions like that you’ll get better answers. It’s that
simple. But please write these things down, because from here you get
that awareness.
For your life to change, you have to change.
It’s simple.
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Chapter 20

tHe COmmOn
denOmInAtOR
No matter what you do it is impossible to change the past. But, starting
from this very moment onwards you have the ability and duty of being
able to create your new ending that will serve you and others. The truth
cannot be challenged. What is your new ending? It is time to start it!
Anil Gupta

Do you realize that you are the common denominator in every relationship and everything that you do, think, feel or say. All of your
relationships have one thing in common—you.
By you changing, it is a fact that everything around that common
denominator (you) changes instantly—in other words, everything
around you changes.
So you have to change and it’s how you change, when you change,
what you change that will make the difference.
• How you change
• When you change
• What you change
This book serves as a guide to a process. To get the best results, you
must follow the process.
Write down your insights and write down the actions you’re going to
take. Keep the journal or notebook handy and refer back to it frequently.
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Chapter 21

COmmUnICAtIOn
It is not what happens in life but who you become. Do obstacles
stop you or fire you up? How great can you be? Ordinary people
can do extraordinary things. How? Through everything being in
alignment, full awareness and being in the now.
Anil Gupta

Your relationship will thrive when you have great communication.
Your communication with yourself is the first step to take. Improve
the quality of the communication you have with yourself and your
communication with the outside world will change—immediately.
Be comfortable in your own skin, be happy, be strong.
Talk to yourself in a positive way.
Have the power within.
How do you communicate with people?
• Do you communicate enough?
• Do you communicate too much?
• Is the quality of the communication good enough?
Remember,
It’s Not the Quantity; It’s the Quality
Relationships fail because of lack of communication.
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As an example, let me share this scenario with you on an everyday
occurrence with a partner.
Option one: I say to my wife: “I love you.”
Option two: I say to my wife: “Honey, I love the way you treat me.
I love the way you care for me. I love the way you look. I love the way
you look after our children. Honey, you make my life so much more
joyous and beautiful. Thank you so much for being in my life.”
Do you see the difference in how you can communicate?
• What do you say?
• how do you say it?
The difference, in my relationship with my wife, when I made this
communication adjustment has been profound. And yet the action
itself took all of a few seconds.
A few seconds to save your marriage!
When I speak like this to my wife, she is positively energized for
hours. She’ll do anything for me, and vice versa. I’d do anything for her.

exercise:
• How can you adjust or tweak your communication to make it
more effective?
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Chapter 22

LIstenInG
There is a reason why your relationship is not as good as it was—
you have stopped making that person important and loved the
way you used to. All you have to do is serve them. If they are your
partner then make them your # 1 priority—above anything else. The
relationship will improve and blossom. Yes, it really is that simple.
Anil Gupta

Listening is Communication
We have two ears for a reason—so we can listen more than we speak.
Your ability to listen will greatly increase the quality of any relationship in your personal, business or family life. Listening attentively will
allow you to get all the facts and the speaker will feel listened to—that
makes a such a difference. You will receive immediate benefits. Eye
contact is communication. I can look at my wife. Four seconds, that’s
all it takes. We’re connected, we have this non-verbal communication
that says a thousand words of love and respect. Four seconds. Imagine
that in your life.
Your relationships will thrive, you will thrive. You will have more
energy, more vitality, more power, more enjoyment—all just by adjusting your communication.
It is a skill that you need to practice, practice, and practice. The
rewards are enormous.
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exercise:
• Where can you communicate better?
• Who can you communicate better with?
• How would that impact your life?
• What is stopping you taking action?
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Chapter 23

GRAtItUde
Look for the beauty no matter what! You are surrounded by
many beautiful and amazing things that you take for granted.
Have a close look at your hands—a really close look. Do you
see their beauty, how they have served you for so many years.
What would you do without them? Have a look around you
and your awareness will be upgraded!
Anil Gupta

Gratitude is vital.
Why is it vital?
Because it is the secret to success and fulfillment.
You cannot be successful without having gratitude.
Let me share something that happened to me. I was in India and
had to get up early to catch a flight. I was waiting at the taxi rank to
get a ride to the airport and I happened to look across the street and
saw some people sleeping in the street. One of the men got up with a
big smile on his face. He went to the water pump and just threw water
on his face and he had an even bigger smile on his face. Ah, the simple
pleasure of cool water on one’s face. He was so present to it and so
grateful for it.
I witnessed that and I realized that I was so upset.
I asked myself, “Why are you upset?”
My answer came suddenly from within: “I’ll tell you why I am upset.
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Because that guy is sleeping in the street. He has nothing but I have
much more and yet in this moment, he is much happier than me.”
It annoyed me and it upset me, but I asked myself one quality question: “Why is he so happy and you’re not?”
As I went through the day, the question dominated my thoughts.
I could not find the “right” answers and then, as suddenly as the original
insight came, I found my answer, again from within.
Because he made a choice, he was grateful for what he had. He had
no expectations.
I realized that I was not grateful at all.
I had chosen to be living in my head instead of in the present moment and in gratitude and without expectation.
My inner dialogue sounded something like this: “I’ll be happy when
‘this’ happens. I’ll be happy when ‘that’ happens.”
I had to get up early. I was focusing on the wrong things. I was not
being grateful for what I have. I was expecting something to happen
and it didn’t happen. I could not get rid of everything that was “wrong”
with my thinking.
He was grateful and he had no expectations for the day.
He may not have been fed that day, but he had something that I
could never have in that moment, and that was gratitude, and a sense
of fulfillment.
A powerful lesson.
So no matter where you are in life if you have gratitude, you have
success.

exercise:
What can you be grateful for?
Write down fifty things you can be grateful for. I know what you’re
thinking, “I can’t write fifty things down.”
Yes you can and you must.
If your mind is drawing a blank, then start off with this: start off
with something simple.
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Be grateful that you have a hair (anywhere!).
Be grateful that you have a nose.
Be grateful that you have an eye. Two? You are lucky!
Be grateful that you have arms and legs.
Be grateful that you have your health.
Be grateful for the smallest things in life.
Be grateful that you’re alive.
Be grateful that you can breathe.

Now grow the list. This is a muscle you need to exercise.
Write down one hundred things you can be grateful for.
This exercise will be transformational for you, because it will change
your focus and make you present in the moment.
Dig deep and really pull out all of the blessings you have to be
grateful for.
If you change your focus you change your life.

Okay, you’ve done that exercise.
How many things did you write down?
Did it make a difference?
I know it did.
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The more grateful you are, the happier you are.
Please, wherever you go, whatever you do, live in a state of gratitude.
This will become a habit and you will get better and better at it. It truly
is a road to happiness.
This exercise has a second part.
Who can you be grateful to?
Write down all the people you can be grateful to.
• your mother
• your father
• your brother
• your husband
• your wife
• your business associate
• your friend at school
• the teacher that spent the extra time with you
• the mentor who guided you and coached you and nurtured you
to better things
• the person who stood up for you
• the random stranger who helped you
Write down their names.
Write down what they did for you.
And the next step is to go and thank them.
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In this section, I would like to acknowledge and thank my wife. Meena
Gupta.
She’s an incredible human being.
She has stood by me.
She has coached, guided and nurtured me.
Even though at times I didn’t deserve it she stood by me all of the time.
She gave me the greatest strength, and continues to do so.
She stood by me when things weren’t going right, when things were
going really bad.
I remember a time, she said, “Honey, I don’t care if we lose everything
as long as I’m with you.”
Imagine how I felt when she said that. Filled with love and hope.
When she said that I knew that I had nothing to worry about.
I relive such moments to keep my awareness and gratitude at high
levels.
Take the few extra moments to thank the people in your life.
It will make a difference to you, it will make a difference to them.
In fact, you have a duty to thank them.
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Chapter 24

tHOUGHts
I just coached a man who thought he had no wealth. I asked him
to write down 50 things to be grateful for. He realized he was
wealthy! My definition of wealth is this: wealth is what you have
left after all your possessions are taken away from you.
Anil Gupta

You experience life through your thoughts.
So what do you think about every day? Your relationships will change
if you change your thoughts. How do you think about your wife or
about your children? Are they positive or are they negative?
When I think of my son or daughter I often place my hand over my
heart and tears well up in my eyes—happy tears of joy.
I instantly feel incredibly positive and joyous that they have brought
so much joy to our lives.
My wife. Oh my goodness. She’s incredible. You know when I think
of her I think of joy and love and of peace. I think of commitment, the
love that she has for me. The dedication she has for me. All positive
nurturing thoughts.
My dad is an incredible, incredible man. He is the reason I’m here.
Without him I wouldn’t be here. I have the greatest love for my dad. He
touches, moves and inspires so many people. Very humble. He doesn’t
want anything. His needs are simple. You should meet my dad.
How do you think about your loved ones? Do you see their beautiful
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uniqueness and gifts? Or do you have negative thoughts?
Remember, your thoughts will determine your relationships.
Change your thoughts and your relationships will change.

Upsets
If you have an upset in a relationship, by changing the thoughts you
have in that relationship will change that relationship. It’s that simple
and it’s that fast.
You are what you think about.
You carry every relationship in your head.
Present now
My mother was an incredible woman, but I never knew how incredible
she was until after she died. People told me what she did for them, how
she impacted their lives. What a difference she made.
Sadly, I didn’t know that until after the fact.
I wished I’d have asked her.
I wished I had spent more time with her.
I wished I had the courage to ask her these questions, but I didn’t
know.
Please, don’t make the mistake I made, communicate with your
father. Communicate with your mother. Ask them questions on how
they were brought up. Ask them questions about their lives. Spend
time with them.
I made a biography for my dad.
I video recorded him so I could see his face forever. His face lights
up when he talks about the past. When he starts talking about one
subject, he’d remember something else and you’d see his face change.
I recorded that, for myself and for my children so that we could carry
the essence of that connection, that love, that history.
This is what communication is.
You need to know what is going on in other people’s lives. It’s important, it’s vital. It’s not difficult to do that. Just ask simple questions.
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“Hey dad, what was it like growing up? Dad, what did you use to do
when you were a kid? Really? I didn’t know that about you.”
Watch his face.
Watch your mum’s face when you ask questions like that.
They’ll light up, because no matter what happens, your parents
are totally responsible for you being on this planet, without them you
wouldn’t be here, so you have to have gratitude for your parents.
By having gratitude for your parents will make a difference to your
life immediately.
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Chapter 25

pAIn And sUFFeRInG
Adversity is your friend—embrace it and stop fighting it. The
calmness will produce a new you that you may have never seen but
it will propel you to greatness and give you clarity. Adversity is not
to be feared but look at it with gratitude and your life will change.
It may not be easy but it will make you grow and thrive.
Anil Gupta

Are you in pain or are you suffering?
What’s the difference?
Well pain is this: pain is when things are not going the way you
want them to go or things should not be a certain way—this is both
physical and mental.
If the economy is not going the way it is supposed to be going. If your
job is not going the way you want it to be going. If your relationship
isn’t going the way you want it to be going, that’s painful.
If that is pain, what is suffering?
Suffering is when you feel hopeless, helpless, or powerless or when
there’s no hope.
So imagine that you have a relationship and you don’t feel there’s
any hope. There is going to be suffering for you. A relationship that is
not working or going the way you want it to go is going to be painful.
How do you remove the pain?
How do you remove the suffering?
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Good question to which the answer is “You do it by changing you.”
Much like the quality of questions you will be asking—it starts
from within YOU. It begins by changing your thoughts, by changing
your actions, by changing your visions, by changing your expectation,
by changing you.
By changing any of these things, you will create a small shift that
will create another shift that will create another shift. Much like a
domino effect.
So you have to change your thoughts, your actions, your feelings,
and that will change your relationship to pain and suffering.

exercise:
• What has been making you feel pain?
• What has been making you suffer?
• How can you resolve or shift these feelings to a powerful resolution?
• What expectations do you have?
• How aware are you?
• Have you taken action? Is more action necessary?
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Chapter 26

LettInG GO
Resentment is allowing someone to have power over your life
without a remote control.
Anil Gupta

What are you holding onto in your relationship, in your business, in
your personal life, in your family life?
What are you holding onto? Why are you holding onto it?
Write it down. If you are holding it, it must have importance to you.
I have no idea what you just wrote but I can tell you this. I can tell
you why you are holding onto it. It is because you want to be right.
As human beings we love to be right. We discussed this earlier, remember. This is just another place in your life where it creeps in to
bring you unhappiness.
“Oh, she did this to me. Oh, he did that to me.”
We love to be right, but remember, there’s a huge cost to being right.
We lose connection.
We lose love.
We lose vitality.
We lose energy.
We lose self-expression.
And there’s a reason we don’t want to let go, because if we let go,
then they win.
But there’s no winning here.
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The only person that loses is you.
Because it affects everything that you do.
Letting go will release you from the pain and constraints of the
past—immediately.
It takes strength, courage, and will power to let go, but the rewards
are so worth it.
I remember I had some business partners many, many years ago
who cheated me. I wouldn’t let go and it was burning me up inside. It
was making me sick.
As soon as I was able to let go I got my freedom back, I got my energy,
my vitality, my happiness back.
So what is it you’re not letting go of?
Why are you not letting go of it?
What is the emotional and financial cost of holding on?
You’ve already been given many tools, use some of the tools you’ve
been given.

exercise:
Write down the following:
• All the things you are holding onto
• How does this impact your life?
• Why won’t you let go?
• What are the benefits of letting go?
resentments
We also have resentments in life.
And resentments cost us dearly.
Resentments are like this Chinese proverb: If you have revenge in
mind, you’d better dig two graves.
Resentment is like being bitten by a snake twenty years ago and
the venom is still inside your body. But the venom is imaginary, we
made it up, but we can feel it, taste it, hear it, see it. It’s imaginary, but
we make it so real.
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How ridiculous is that?
If you’re bitten twenty years ago by a snake, why would you still
hold onto it?
Because we love to be right.
But being right always costs us.
What is a quick way to let go of the need to be right?
To be able to forgive.
To be able to forgive will give that freedom back to us.
To get that freedom back will completely change the quality of
your life.
The express pathway to freedom is through forgiveness.
This is incredibly important.
All the tools I’ve been giving you have led us to this position, because
we need to forgive.
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Chapter 27

YOU ARe In CHARGe
It is our choice. We can choose to be
happy and fulfilled.
Anil Gupta

When you forgive you realize that you have been in charge all along.
You have chosen to be unhappy and now you can choose to be happy.
Now, you can choose to feel freer because you know that the past
is not the future.
You’re in charge, you have the power.
What to do now? How cool would it be if you became the director,
the producer, the casting director, the cameraman—everything, in
your own movie.
You get to be the main actor, you get to direct. You get to decide
what you do, how you do it, when you do it, everything. You are in
charge of your own movie.
Once you are able to let go and forgive, you discover that you don’t
have other people running your movie anymore. You’re it, you’re the
hero. You become the main actor, you decide how you want to do things
from now on. How cool is that?
You write the script. You produce it, direct it, everything.
How fun would that be?
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exercise:
Allow your fantasies to run free in this one. If you were writing the
perfect movie of your life, what would it look like?
What kind of a character are you? Who is your partner?
Who are your friends? What do you do?
Are you happy or a drama queen?
Is your movie an action flick or a romance?
Is it a “feel good” movie with a happy ending?

Remember—it’s your movie.
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Chapter 28

mUsts And sHOULds
Acceptance is the key to happiness.
Anil Gupta

Remember, I had four musts when I got married. Once again, mine were:
1. Speak native language
2. Be willing to live with my parents
3. Non-vegetarian
4. Must love kids
Now you need to realize that the more musts you have for your partner, the more problems you’ll have. The more musts you have for your
business or family—the more problems you will have.
I’ve had participants who have stated their musts at events.
They produce a huge list of what their partner must have and the
realize that their list is far too long! How realistic are such expectations?
So the simple formula would look like this:
Less “Musts” + Easier “Musts” =
Successful Relationships
So, what is a good example of realistic musts?
“They must be honest.”
“They must be caring/loving.”
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“They must love children”
“They have to be faithful.”
Think of it this way—a must is really non-negotiable. It is something
that you value greatly in your life and you are not flexible with. Honesty
and fidelity are usually a must.
What’s a should?
A should is something you like, but not necessarily a must.
A must for one person may be a should for another and vice versa.
Here are some sample lists from things that my past event participants listed.

Possible Musts
Handsome, Tall, Nice Car, Loves Children, Athletic, Faithful, Honest,
Single, Financially Secure, Not Been Married, Passionate, Respectful,
Athletic, Adventurous, Intimate, Caring, Playful, Funny, Romantic,
Non-Smoker, Social Drinker, Loves Animals.
Possible Shoulds
Likes Animals, Likes Children, Nice Massages, Playful, Adventurous,
Athletic, Financially Secure, Professional, Never Been Married, Tall,
Older Than Me, Patient, Respectful, Punctual, Handsome, Gentlemanly
Now remember these are merely suggestions—the way you prioritize
depends upon your values and beliefs.
exercise:
Write down what is important to you!
Then honestly review your answers.
What are your musts and shoulds?
Communication is vital here—ask your partner what is a must and
what is a should—you will be very surprised! Once you know what their
musts and shoulds are you can then make sure they are all provided.
• What can I do for you?
• How can I do it?
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By asking a better quality question, which is what we’re doing, you’ll
get a better quality answer.
By communicating you’re getting results.
By communicating you’re getting honest feedback and you can take
action. You can focus on the exact must or should you need to focus
on. So again, we’re using all the tools here.

Meaning-Making Machines
What meaning is your partner putting to this? The likely meaning they
are putting to this is “Wow, my partner really cares for me.”
Where Can You Use It?
You can use it for your family, business and personal life.
exercise:
Go over your musts and shoulds list. Can anything be moved over
from musts to shoulds and does something have to be moved from
shoulds to musts ?
Think about each trait you wrote down.
Is a must really a must or is it a should?
By changing a must to a should can open up something for you, it
will allow you to have a wider choice, more flexibility in any situation
or relationship.
Changing a “must” to a “should” will bring more clarity in your
relationships.
Your list and awareness of your musts and shoulds is incredibly
powerful and insightful.
Let me share another way you can use these tools:
Supposing you’re looking for an employee. Write down what your
musts are, write down what your shoulds are. Make sure that your
musts are satisfied. As a business owner the most important thing you
can do is pick the right person to work for you. This technique will
save you much pain.
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Chapter 29

WHO YOU spend
tIme WItH
The making, keeping and nurturing of friends is both a science
and an art. It is important to learn these skills—if you have
friends you have the world.
Anil Gupta

Who you spend time with is who you will become. So in a similar way
we separated the musts and shoulds in the previous chapters, now we
will rate the quality of our relationships based on how we feel within
the relationship.
I’m going to give you this great exercise now. I would like you to
write down all of the people that you spend time with during the week.
Write their names down.
Against their names write down how many hours a week you spend
time with them.
I would like you to do one more thing.
Against the name, write down their grade—A, B, or C.
An “A” friend is someone who is positive and encourages you, inspires
you, moves, touches, and really cares for you. They are really up there
and always support you.
A “B” friend is someone who are good people, you enjoy their company, they’re okay. The do not pull you down or inspire you.
A “C” friend is someone who sucks the energy out of you, takes time
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off you. You don’t really feel energized and if you were honest with
yourself, you’d agree that they waste your time. They are generally a
huge negative in your life.

exercise:
• Write down your friend’s name.
• Write down how many hours a week you spend with them.
• Grade them A, B, or C.
Now look at your list. Have a look at the names you’ve written down.
Have a look at how many A’s, how many B’s and how many C’s you have.
Look at the time you spend with “A”, “B” or “C” people.
Who you are is dependent on who you spend time with.
It’s real simple and should be obvious to analyze the results. If your
time is filled with negative and energy sucking “C” people then you
know why your life feels as it does.
“Why are you spending so much time with a C?”
After doing this exercise, they instantly get it. They know why they’re
not succeeding.
So, look at how much time you spend with a C, look how much time
you spend with an A. Spend more time with the A’s. Spend less time
with the C’s or even better, no time.
Why are you spending time with C’s?
Are you enabling C’s?
Are you encouraging them?
By cutting off the C’s you’re empowering them, you’re doing them
a favor, because they’ll get it. By spending more time with them you
are enabling them. Makes sense?
If there are members of your family putting you down, I say don’t
spend time with them.
You don’t have to. Not if it’s pulling you down.
I’ve made that shift in my life. It’s incredibly powerful and it’s incredibly freeing. I don’t spend time with people who pull me down,
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I don’t care who they are. I just don’t do it.
It’s not empowering them, it’s not empowering me.
Where else can you apply this?
• Business
• Personal
• Family
• Spouse/Partner
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Chapter 30

CeAse FIRe
Do you ever have fights?
How would you like a technique to stop any future fight dead in
its tracks!
My wife and I had a ton of fights at one time. A ton of fights that
would get out of hand. We wouldn’t talk for days. And one day I thought,
“I don’t want this anymore.” I asked myself a better question, “How can
I stop this?”
But I love to be right and I love to be right about being right, so it
took me a while to get the answer. Then one day I got the answer. This
is how we stopped fights and if you use this tool you will never, ever,
ever have a fight again. I promise you.
It works like this:
My wife and I sat down and said, “Honey, I don’t want to have a
fight with you anymore.” She says, “I know, I don’t want to fight with
you. Why do we fight?”
We fight because of disagreements.
You’re being right, I am being right. You want to hold onto your
position, I want to hold onto my position.
So what if we make an agreement that whenever we use one word
that we both agree on, if either of us use that word, under any circumstance, no matter how bad or how right we are, we have to stop fighting.
So we agreed a mutually significant word that had meaning for us.
The word we use is ceasefire. It means something to us.
It does work and I tell you it is annoying when first used!
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When we start having a fight and it’s getting out of hand, we just
want to stop whatever it is we’re going through, one of us will say the
word “ceasefire” and we’ve got to stop, because we made that agreement.
There were times I didn’t want to stop. But after only a few uses of
that word the fighting stopped as we knew it was futile to carry on
anyway—it was like a nuclear deterrent!
I have had to use it on her; she has had to use it on me.
It works every single time.
So pick a word that works for you.
I’ve had the following words from different people at different events:
“Las Vegas,” “Napoleon,” “chocolate,” all sorts of words that can work
for them, that can work for you.
Just do that and it’s very, very powerful.
No more fights, nothing getting out of hand.
This is another very simple and yet instantly powerful technique,
this simple exercise will make a difference to you.
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Chapter 31

mAGICAL mOments
We all have a duty to share our
knowledge, love, and gifts.
Anil Gupta

Have you ever had a moment that you would classify as magical? Sure
you have!
Write down experiences you have had with your spouse, children,
parents and with your friends. If you allow yourself to remember and
reminisce, you will realize that there are hundreds of them.
My family always writes down our MMs when we go on vacation
in our Magical Moments book.
Whenever you feel down, upset, or don’t feel so great, look at that book.
Read a sentence, because what you focus on is what you get.
If you focus on the day your son is born, I guarantee you, you will
have a happy thought even when he is now in front of you as a teenager
who just got into trouble.
Choose to focus on something positive, and if you put everything
down in that magic moments book you can stack up great moments
and great feelings that can also be a part of your toolkit for success
and happiness.
We have read our MM’s many times over—if we had not written
them down we would have forgotten so many of them.
You can go back to that time to get that same feeling back.
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Chapter 32

One pHOne CALL
You must work on yourself to reach fulfillment; emotionally,
spiritually, mentally and physically.
Anil Gupta

If you had one hour to live who would you call?
It’s a profound question if you think about it and really allow yourself
to “play” as though it is true.
What feelings come up for you?
My next question should be obvious if you have read this far and
done the exercises in the book. Why are you waiting?
Write down who you would call and then, gather the strength and
the courage to please call them.
• Tell them what they mean to you.
• Tell them how much you love them.
• Tell them how much you care.
• Tell them what you think about them.
Don’t wait.
There’s a time for urgency for the people that you care about.
That time of urgency is now.
Put the book down.
Go do it.
Tell them.
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“Dad, I thank you for everything you’ve done for me. I thank you for
looking after me. Thank you for coaching me, guiding me. Thank you
for putting up with me when I wasn’t being the nicest of people, when
I was being quite stupid, really. But thank you for seeing the greatness
inside of me. Thank you for being so forgiving. Dad, I’m so grateful to
you. I love you so much. Thank you.”
How long does that take?
Less than a minute.
I guarantee you, if my son said that to me I would be inflated, I would
be over the moon. I know you would too. The things we can do to
change other people’s lives will change our lives and it will change
our children’s lives.
So let’s do it.

exercise:
Call that someone special now and tell them how you feel about them
and thank them.
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Chapter 33

dAILY CLeARAnCes
Working on you will produce the best results you will
ever get—you will become fulfilled.
Anil Gupta

We all have things that go on during the day.
Here is another great exercise to do with your family. You can even
do it with your staff or with your family.
The exercise is: sit the family around a table and have a daily clearance.
So for example, in our family we would sit around a table and I
would ask people, (around the table; my wife, my son, my daughter)
“is there anything that you have on your mind, any upset that hasn’t
been resolved?”
Someone will come up and say, “I was not acknowledged for doing
this or that.” I respond, “Wow, I didn’t even know that.” But it was on
their minds, so then what we do is we acknowledge them and work to
have that issue resolved.
This daily clearance creates tremendous trust and communication
as well as awareness in the family ensuring that no resentments or
issues are left unresolved.
How powerful would that be as a family?
• How powerful would that be in a business?
• How powerful would that be with your friends?
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This is a simple exercise. When we do it as a family it’s the smallest
things that come up. We take it in turns to run the “meeting.” This
empowered our children tremendously.
I remember a time, I think my daughter was seven, she led the
meeting. She was the one whose turn it was to ask, “Has anyone not
been acknowledged for anything, has anyone got any incompletions?”
Can you imagine the power that she had at the age of seven? Imagine
your children, your nieces, your nephews, having that power.
Just through a simple technique.
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Chapter 34

tWO mAGIC WAnds

If you were given two magic wands—one to have all the money in the
world and the second was for all the happiness in the world—what
would you chose?
A lot of people would choose all the money in the world because
that would bring them happiness, but is that really the case?
The people who take all the money in the world are looking for a
feeling. The feeling that they’re looking for is a sense of security. The
sense from having that money. So they don’t actually want the money,
they just want the feeling from having that money.
If you could generate that feeling, that will give you fulfillment,
power, joy and happiness.
So we’re all after one thing: a feeling, a feeling of gratitude, a feeling of love, a feeling of fulfillment. That’s all that we’re after, a feeling.
Everything that we do, we do for a feeling.
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Chapter 35

GReAtness
Whenever you meet someone, see the greatness inside them, see the
goodness inside them.
Acknowledge them.
• “Hey, you have great hair.”
• “Wow, I love your eyes.”
• “Thank you for serving us. I’ve never had such great service.”
• “Thank you. I really appreciate that, that was very kind of you.”
Once you start seeing the greatness in other people it becomes a habit
and you’ll see more greatness. Once you acknowledge other people
they’ll do anything for you. It’s a feeling that we all want, to be useful,
to be of service, to be appreciated.

“I have been using these tools in my life and the results are
phenomenal. I feel powerful, strong, balanced, loved, and loving,
with a purpose to my life. I recommend these tools to all age groups.
The sooner you start, the better the results. Give this gift to the
people you love, you’ll make a difference in their lives.”
Anu Gupta
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Namaste
Greatness inside me honors the greatness inside you.
The divinity inside me honors the divinity inside you.
The love inside me honors the love inside you.

I made you a promise that you would be moved, touched, and inspired,
and I’m certain that if you followed our exercises, if you followed our
coaching, that you will be greatly moved, touched, and inspired.
If you have people in your life that you love, the greatest gift you can
give them is a copy of this book, attend a live event, use the DVD series.
They will thank you for the rest of your life. This technology works
at any age group. It will release you from the constraints of the past.
You get to master your life instead of life mastering you. With the
greatest amount of love and humility—I say, to you:
Namaste.
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Chapter 36

Use WHAt YOU
nOW KnOW
Before we proceed to the final and most powerful chapter on forgiveness, it is essential to just review the tools that you have been given.

namaste
awareness
you
capacity
the journey
how much do you know
expectations
filters
infinite patience
what you think of me!
the dating façade
what is love?
behaviors
who is number one
meaning-making machines
being right
the speedboat

quality of questions
the common denominator
communication
listening
gratitude
thoughts
pain and suffering
letting go
you are in charge
musts and shoulds
who you spend time with
cease fire
magical moments
one phone call
daily clearances
two magic wands

Please review your notes and the book before going to the next chapter.
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Chapter 37

FORGIVeness
The quality of your life is determined by the quality
of the forgiveness that you are able to give,
both for others and for yourself.
Anil Gupta

Please make sure you have reviewed your notes and are well rested
and sitting in a comfortable chair in a slightly dimmed room with no
distractions at all.
Think of someone you need to forgive so you may move on with
your life—you may need to forgive yourself!
I use this in my live seminars with incredible results.
Repeat these words with power, love, conviction and peacefulness.

i forgive you
i forgive you
i forgive you
i will absolutely refuse to let you have any power
over myself,
my life,
my family,
in any manner whatsoever.
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i release myself,
from you,
forever.
now i am in charge.
it’s my life.
i choose how i run it.
i choose how i live it.
i choose power.
i choose faith.
i choose love.
i choose happiness.
i choose faith.
i choose health.
i choose wealth.
i choose strength.
i choose freedom.
i choose life.
i choose love.
i choose tranquility.
i choose peace.
i choose serenity.
i choose bliss.
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i am powerful.
i am faithful.
i am loving.
i am loved.
i am truly loved.
i am happy.
i am good enough.
i am enough.
i am forgiving.
i am forgiveness.
i am wealthy.
i am healthy.
i am strength.
i am free.
i am life.
i am love.
i am tranquil.
i am peaceful.
i am serene.
i am blissful.
i have the faith.
i have the health.
i have the wealth.
i have the strength.
i have the freedom.
i have the life.
i have the love.
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i have the tranquility.
i have the peace.
i have the serenity.
i have the bliss.
i have the power.
i have the vision.
i have the desire.
i have the passion.
i have the conviction.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i forgive you.
i love me.
i love me.
i love me.
i love me.
i love me.
i love me.
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Chapter 38

FULFILLment
If you have read this book thoroughly and performed the exercises
then you will be feeling fulfilled but you may not know why!
No one teaches us how to reach fulfillment—the reason you are
feeling fulfilled is because you have satisfied the 3 Pathways to Fulfillment—if you perform these three pathways then you will be filled with
so much joy and happiness.
It is simple and profound.
1. Growth – you have to grow:
a. Emotionally
b. Spiritually
c. Physically
d. Mentally
2. Give – you have to give:
a. Your time to others
b. Your time to you
c. Your energy to others
d. Your energy to you
e. Your love to others
f. Your love to you
g. Your forgiveness to others
h. Your forgiveness to you
i. Your service to others
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j. Your service to you
k. Your love to others
l. Your love to you
m. Your compassion to
others
n. Your compassion to you
o. To others
p. To you
q. Etc., etc,
3. Gratitude – have gratitude
for everything and
everybody

www.AnilGuptaInspires.com
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Chapter 39

UpdAtes And FURtHeR
InFORmAtIOn
You now have the knowledge to completely change the way you live
your life and to get the best results you must immerse yourself in
improving you. I use a system called AIM—which stands for always
improving myself. If you apply that system you will, without fail, always
be becoming a better person and all the riches of the world will come
your way. Having great AIM will mean you will always be on target.
I urge you all to just use this simple system on a daily basis and the
results will be compounded very quickly.
For further information on how to reach higher levels please go to
my website where you will be able to access many updates, tools and
products like my DVD set, blogs, videos, and inspiring content.
www.AnilGuptaInspires.com
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Chapter 40

pOWeRFUL QUOtes
tO pOndeR
This book has shown you that solutions are simple. Tools are easy to
use and we just need to be conscious to remember that we are in charge
and we choose. Here is a collection of some of my favorite quotes to
help bring you into awareness.
“Pain is inevitable; suffering is optional.” —Author Unknown
“. . . all men make mistakes, but a good man yields when he knows
his course is wrong, and repairs the evil. The only crime is pride.”
—Sophocles

“An idea that is developed and put into action is more important than
an idea that exists only as an idea.” —Buddha
“Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to an
understanding of ourselves.” —Carl Jung
“An ounce of practice is worth more than tons of preaching.”
—Mohandas Gandhi

“A man may die, nations may rise and fall, but an idea lives on.”
—John F. Kennedy
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“Faith is taking the first step even when you don’t see the whole
staircase.” —Martin Luther King, Jr.
“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your
life. It is always the right time to do the right thing.” —Anil Gupta
“Anyone can become angry—that is easy. But to be angry with the
right person, to the right degree, at the right time, for the right
purpose, and in the right way—this is not easy.” —Aristotle
“If there is any Kindness I can show, or any good thing I can do to
any fellow human being, let me do it now, and not defer or neglect it,
as I shall not pass this way again.” —William Penn
“Enjoying life is one of the best ways of lengthening it.” —Patrick
McGrady

“A life spent making mistakes is not only more honorable, but more
useful than a life spent doing nothing.” —George Bernard Shaw
“Holding on to anger is like grasping a hot coal with the intent of
throwing it at someone else; you are the one who gets burned.”
—Buddha

“Being entirely honest with oneself is a good exercise.” —Sigmund Freud
“Be the change that you want to see in the world.” —Mohandas Gandhi
“Do not pray for easy lives. Pray to be stronger men.” —John F. Kennedy
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“If a man is called to be a street sweeper, he should sweep streets
even as Michelangelo painted, or Beethoven composed music, or
Shakespeare wrote poetry. He should sweep streets so well that all
the hosts of heaven and earth will pause to say, here lived a great
street sweeper who did his job well.” —Martin Luther King, Jr.
One reason so few of us achieve what we truly want is that we never
direct our focus; we never concentrate our power. Most people
dabble their way through life, never deciding to master anything in
particular.” —Anthony Robbins
“It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.” —Walt Disney
“He who asks is a fool for five minutes, but he who does not ask
remains a fool forever.” —Chinese Proverb
“You can’t blame gravity for falling in love.” —Albert Einstein
“I’m a slow walker, but I never walk back.” —Abraham Lincoln
“It’s easy to make a buck. It’s a lot tougher to make a difference.”
—Tom Brokaw

“I haven’t failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.”
—Thomas Edison

“It’s not whether you get knocked down, it’s whether you get up.”
—Vince Lombardi

“When you come to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on.”
—Franklin D. Roosevelt
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“A successful man is one who can lay a firm foundation with the
bricks others have thrown at him.” —David Brinkley
“Hitch your wagon to a star.” —Ralph Waldo Emerson
“Always do whatever’s next.” —George Carlin
“Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you
everywhere.” —Albert Einstein
“People must be taken as they are, and we should never try make
them or ourselves better by quarreling with them.” —Edmund Burke
“Have you ever noticed that anybody driving slower than you is an
idiot, and anyone going faster than you is a maniac?” —George Carlin
“Married men live longer than single men. But married men are a lot
more willing to die.” —Johnny Carson
“There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing
is a miracle. The other is as though everything is a miracle.” —Albert
Einstein

“If you’re quiet, you’re not living. You’ve got to be noisy and colorful
and lively.” —Mel Brooks
“Be quick to learn and wise to know.” —George Burns
“In wisdom gathered over time I have found that every expression is
a form of exploration.” —Ansel Adams
“Always desire to learn something useful.” —Sophocles
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“Always do your best. What you plant now, you will harvest later.”
—Og Mandino

“Be miserable. Or motivate yourself. Whatever has to be done, it’s
always your choice.” —Wayne Dyer
“Be gentle to all and stern with yourself.” —Saint Teresa of Avila
“Do you want to know who you are? Don’t Ask. Act! Action will
delineate and define you.” —Thomas Jefferson
“Either you run the day or the day runs you.” —Jim Rohn
“Even if you fall on your face, you’re still moving forward.” —Victor
Kiam

“Develop success from failures. Discouragement and failure are two
of the surest stepping stones to success.” —Dale Carnegie
“Diligence is the mother of good fortune.” —Benjamin Disraeli
“Action is the foundational key to all success.” —Pablo Picasso
“Beauty in things exists in the mind which contemplates them.”
—David Hume

“A man’s growth is seen in the successive choirs of his friends.”
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

“Friends and good manners will carry you where money won’t go.”
—Margaret Walker
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“Friendship…is not something you learn in school. But if you haven’t
learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven’t learned
anything.” —Muhammad Ali
“A mistake is simply another way of doing things.” —Katharine Graham
“A poem begins in delight and ends in wisdom.” —Robert Frost
“A prudent question is one-half of wisdom.“ —Francis Bacon
“The reason I talk to myself is that I’m the only one whose answers I
accept.” —George Carlin
“Decide that you want it more than you are afraid of it.” —Bill Cosby
“Action is the real measure of intelligence.” —Napoleon Hill
“Be as smart as you can, but remember that it is always better to be
wise than to be smart.” —Alan Alda
“All men who have achieved great things have been great dreamers.”
—Orison Swett Marden

“A good marriage would be between a blind wife and a deaf husband.”
—Michel de Montaigne

“Do not hire a man who does your work for money, but him who
does it for love of it.” —Henry David Thoreau
“Deep experience is never peaceful.” —Henry James
“It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the light.”
—Aristotle Onassis
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“Continuous effort—not strength or intelligence—is the key to
unlocking our potential.” —Winston Churchill
“Ignorance is always afraid of change.” —Jawaharlal Nehru
“It is health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver.”
—Mohandas Gandhi

“I never see what has been done; I only see what remains to be done.”
—Buddha

“None but ourselves can free our minds.” —Bob Marley
“All I am, or can be, I owe to my angel mother.” —Abraham Lincoln
“Beware of little expenses. A small leak will sink a great ship.”
—Benjamin Franklin

“Love and compassion are necessities, not luxuries. Without them
humanity cannot survive.” —Dalai Lama
“I don’t mind living in a man’s world as long as I can be a woman in
it.” —Marilyn Monroe
“The hunger for love is much more difficult to remove than the
hunger for bread.” —Mother Teresa
“Never lend your car to anyone to whom you have given birth.”
—Erma Bombeck

“Age is an issue of mind over matter. If you don’t mind, it doesn’t
matter.” —Mark Twain
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“Anyone who says he can see through women is missing a lot.”
—Groucho Marx

“If it were not for hopes, the heart would break.” —Thomas Fuller
“In a gentle way, you can shake the world.” —Gandhi
“All life is an experiment. The more experiments you make the
better.” —Ralph Waldo Emerson
“Any idiot can face a crisis—it’s day to day living that wears you out.”
—Anton Chekhov

“Don’t go around saying the world owes you a living. The world owes,
you nothing. It was here first.” —Mark Twain
“Every man dies. Not every man really lives.” —William Wallace
“I love life because what more is there.” —Anthony Hopkins
“Fall seven times and stand up eight.” —Japanese Proverb
“It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.” —Babe Ruth
“I never thought I didn’t have a card to play.” —Jim Lovell
“Never build your emotional life on the weaknesses of others.”
—George Santayana

“We cannot always control our thoughts, but we can control our
words, and repetition impresses the subconscious, and we are then
master of the situation.” —Jane Fonda
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“When you go in search of honey you must expect to be stung by
bees.” —Joseph Joubert
“The noblest spirit is most strongly attracted by the love of glory.”
—James Baldwin

“Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle has landed.” —Neil Armstrong
“For the friendship of two, the patience of one is required.” —Indian
Proverb

If I knew it would be the last time
that I’d see you fall asleep,
I would tuck you in more tightly
and pray the Lord, your soul to keep.
If I knew it would be the last time
that I see you walk out the door,
I would give you a hug and kiss
and call you back for one more.
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If I knew it would be the last time
I’d hear your voice lifted up in praise,
I would videotape each action and word,
so I could play them back day after day.
If I knew it would be the last time,
I could spare an extra minute or two
to stop and say “I love you,”
instead of assuming, you would know I do.
If I knew it would be the last time
I would be there to share your day,
well I’m sure you’ll have so many more,
so I can let just this one slip away.
For surely there’s always tomorrow
to make up for an oversight,
and we always get a second chance
to make everything right.
There will always be another day
to say “I love you”
And certainly there’s another chance
to ask “Anything I can do?”
But just in case I might be wrong,
and today is all I get,
I’d like to say how much I love you
and I hope we never forget,
Tomorrow is not promised to anyone,
young or old alike,
And today may be the last chance
you get to hold your loved one tight.
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So if you’re waiting for tomorrow,
why not do it today?
For if tomorrow never comes,
you’ll surely regret the day,
That you didn’t take that extra time
for a smile, a hug, or a kiss
and you were too busy to grant someone,
what turned out to be their one last wish.
So hold your loved ones close today,
whisper in their ear,
Tell them how much you love them
and that you’ll always hold them dear,
Take time to say “I’m sorry,”
“please forgive me,” “thank you” or “it’s okay”.
And if tomorrow never comes,
you’ll have no regrets about today.
—Author Unknown
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Chapter 41

meAnInGFUL stORIes
a tragedy or a Blessing
Years ago in Scotland, the Clark family had a dream. Clark and his wife
worked and saved, making plans for their nine children and themselves
to travel to the United States. It had taken years, but they had finally
saved enough money and had gotten passports and reservations for
the whole family on a new liner to the United States.
The entire family was filled with anticipation and excitement about
their new life. However, seven days before their departure, a dog bit the
youngest son. The doctor sewed up the boy but hung a yellow sheet on
the Clarks’ front door. Because of the possibility of rabies, they were
being quarantined for fourteen days.
The family’s dreams were dashed. They would not be able to make the
trip to America as they had planned. The father, filled with disappointment and anger, stomped to the dock to watch the ship leave—without
the Clark family. The father shed tears of disappointment and cursed
both his son and God for their misfortune.
Five days later, the tragic news spread throughout Scotland—the
mighty Titanic had sunk. The unsinkable ship had sunk, taking hundreds of lives with it. The Clark family was to have been on that ship,
but because a dog had bitten the son, they were left behind in Scotland.
When Mr. Clark heard the news, he hugged his son and thanked
him for saving the family. He thanked God for saving their lives and
turning what he had felt was a tragedy into a blessing.
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Although we may not always understand, all things happen for a
reason.

Packing Parachutes
Charles Plumb, a US Navy Academy graduate, was a jet fighter pilot
in Vietnam. After 75 combat missions, his plane was destroyed by a
surface-to-air missile. Plumb ejected and parachuted into enemy hands.
He was captured and spent the next six years in a Communist prison.
He survived that ordeal and now lectures about lessons learned from
that experience.
One day, when he and his wife were sitting in a restaurant, a man
at another table came up and said, “You’re Plumb! You flew jet fighters
in Nam from the carrier, Kitty Hawk. You were shot down!” “How in
the world did you know that?” asked Plumb. “Oh, I was the one who
packed your parachute,” the man replied. Plumb gasped in surprise and
gratitude. The man smiled and said, “Yep, I guess it worked!” Plumb
assured him, “It sure did work—if your chute hadn’t worked, I wouldn’t
be here today.”
Plumb couldn’t sleep that night, thinking about the man who has
packed his parachute. Plumb kept wondering what the man might
have looked like in a Navy uniform. “I wondered how many times
I might have passed him on the Kitty Hawk. I wondered how many
times I might have seen him and not even said good morning, how
are you or anything, because you see, I was a fighter pilot and he was
just a sailor.” Plumb thought of the many hours the sailor had spent
on a long wooden table in the bowels of the ship carefully weaving the
shrouds and folding the silks of each chute, holding in his hands the
fate of someone he didn’t know.
Now Plumb asks his audiences, “Who’s packing your chute?” Everyone has someone who provides what they need to make it through the
day. Plumb also points out that we all need many kinds of parachutes.
We need mental, emotional and spiritual parachutes as well. While a
prisoner of war, Plumb called on all of these supports before reaching
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safety. His experience reminds us all to prepare ourselves to weather
whatever storms lie ahead—and to recognize and appreciate all of those
people who pack our parachutes everyday, for they are the ones who
truly deserve the credit for our survival.

the Cross room
The young man was at the end of his rope. Seeing no way out, he
dropped to his knees in prayer. “Lord, I can’t go on,” he said. “I have
too heavy a cross to bear.” The Lord replied, “My son, if you can’t bear
its weight, just place your cross inside this room. Then, open that other
door, and pick out any cross you wish.”
The man was filled with relief. “Thank you, Lord,” he sighed, and he
did as he was told. Upon entering the other door, he saw many crosses,
some so large the tops were not visible. Then he spotted a tiny cross
leaning against a far wall. “I’d like that one, Lord,” he whispered. And
the Lord replied, “My son, that’s the cross you just brought in.”
everybody Won
Last night was the last game for my eight-year-old son’s soccer team.
It was the final quarter. The score was two to one, my son’s team in
the lead. Parents shouted encouragement from the sidelines as the
boys clashed on the field. With less than ten seconds remaining, the
ball rolled in front of my son’s teammate, one Mikey O’Donnel. With
shouts of “Kick it!” echoing across the field, Mikey reared back and
gave it everything he had.
All around me the crowd fell silent as the ball flew into the goal.
Mikey O’Donnel had scored!
Mikey had scored all right, but in the wrong goal, ending the game in
a tie. For a moment there was total silence. You see Mikey has Down’s
Syndrome and for him there is no such thing as a wrong goal. All goals
were celebrated by a joyous hug from Mikey. He had even been known
to hug the opposing players when they scored.
The silence was finally broken when Mikey, his face filled with joy,
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grabbed my son, hugged him and yelled, “I scored! I scored. Everybody
won! Everybody won!”
For a moment I held my breath, not sure how my son would react.
I need not have worried. I watched, through tears, as my son threw up
his hand in the classic high-five salute and started chanting, “Way to
go Mikey! Way to go Mikey!”
Within moments, both teams surrounded Mikey, joining in the
chant and congratulating him on his goal. Later that night, when my
daughter asked who had won, my son smiled and replied, “It was a tie.
Everybody won!”

a Piece of Chalk
In our home it was natural to fear our father. Even our mother was
afraid of him. As children, my sister and I thought every family was
like that. Every family had an unpredictable dad who was impossible
to please and a praying mama who was there to protect the children.
We thought God planned it that way.
We were good children. Mama was always telling us we were, even
if Daddy couldn’t see it. Part of this was because we dared not do
anything. We were quiet, timid children who rarely spoke, especially
never when Daddy was home. People thought God had blessed Mama
with the sweetest girls. She was always so proud.
Then came the day we found something new and fun to do. It wouldn’t
upset anyone; we’d never take the risk of doing that. We discovered
we could draw pictures with chalk on our wooden front door, and it
would rub right off. We could have lots of fun, so we set to work drawing and making lots of pretty pictures all over it. We had a great time.
It surprised us to see how talented we were. We decided to finish our
masterpiece, knowing Mama would just love it. She would want all
her friends to come and see it, and maybe they would want us to do
their doors, too.
The praise we expected did not come. Instead of seeing the obvious
beauty in our work, all Mama could see was the time and effort she
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would need to clean it off. She was mad. We did not understand why,
but we knew all about anger, and we were in big trouble!
Off we ran to find a place to hide. In our wooded yard it was not
hard for two small children to find safety. Together, we huddled behind
a tree and did not move. Soon we heard the frightened voices of Mom
and our neighbors calling out to us. Still we did not budge. They were
afraid we had run away or drowned in the pond out back. We were
afraid of being found.
The sun set, and it began to get dark. Those around us became more
anxious, and we became more frightened. Time was slipping by, and
the longer we hid there, the harder it was to come out. Mom was, by
now, convinced something awful had happened to us, and she resorted
to calling the police. We could hear all the voices drawn together in
a group. Then the search was on again, this time with strong male
voices overpowering the others. If we were frightened before, now
we were terrified!
As we clung together in the dark, we became aware of yet another
voice, one we instantly recognized with horror: our daddy. But there
was something strangely different about it. In it we heard something
we had never heard before: fear, agony and despair. We couldn’t put
a name to it then, but that’s what it was. Then came his prayers, tears
and prayers intermingled together.
Was that our daddy on his knees pleading with God? Our daddy
with tears running down his face, promising God that he would give
his life to him if he would safely return his girls?
Nothing in our lives had prepared us for this kind of shock. Neither
of us remembers making a decision to come out. We were drawn to
him like a magnet, our fears dissolving into the forest. We don’t know
yet if we actually took steps or if God somehow moved us out and into
Daddy’s arms. What we do remember are those strong, loving arms
holding us and crying, hugging us like we were precious.
Things were different after that. We had a new daddy. It was like
the old one was buried that day in the forest. God had taken him and
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replaced him with another, one who loved us and was ever thankful
for us.
Mama always told us that God was a God of miracles. I guess she
was right. He changed our whole family with a piece of chalk.

Kyle
One day, when I was a freshman in high school, I saw a kid from my
class was walking home from school. His name was Kyle. It looked
like he was carrying all of his books. I thought to myself, “Why would
anyone bring home all his books on a Friday? He must really be a nerd.”
I had quite a weekend planned (parties and a football game with my
friends tomorrow afternoon), so I shrugged my shoulders and went on.
As I was walking, I saw a bunch of kids running toward him. They
ran at him, knocking all his books out of his arms and tripping him
so he landed in the dirt. His glasses went flying, and I saw them land
in the grass about ten feet from him. He looked up and I saw this terrible sadness in his eyes. My heart went out to him. So, I jogged over
to him and as he crawled around looking for his glasses, and I saw a
tear in his eye.
As I handed him his glasses, I said, “Those guys are jerks. They really should get lives.” He looked at me and said, “Hey thanks!” There
was a big smile on his face. It was one of those smiles that showed real
gratitude. I helped him pick up his books, and asked him where he lived.
As it turned out, he lived near me, so I asked him why I had never seen
him before. He said he had gone to private school before now. I would
have never hung out with a private school kid before. We talked all the
way home, and I carried his books. He turned out to be a pretty cool kid.
I asked him if he wanted to play football on Saturday with me and my
friends. He said yes. We hung all weekend and the more I got to know
Kyle, the more I liked him, and my friends thought the same of him.
Monday morning came, and there was Kyle with the huge stack
of books again. I stopped him and said, “Boy, you are gonna really
build some serious muscles with this pile of books everyday!” He just
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laughed and handed me half the books. Over the next four years, Kyle
and I became best friends. When we were seniors, we began to think
about college. Kyle decided on Georgetown, and I was going to Duke.
I knew that we would always be friends, that the miles would never be
a problem. He was going to be a doctor, and I was going for business
on a football scholarship.
Kyle was valedictorian of our class. I teased him all the time about
being nerd. He had to prepare a speech for graduation. I was so glad it
wasn’t me having to get up there and speak.
Graduation day, I saw Kyle. He looked great. He was one of those
guys that really found himself during high school. He filled out and
actually looked good in glasses. He had more dates than I had and
all the girls loved him. Boy, sometimes I was jealous. Today was one
of those days. I could see that he was nervous about his speech. So,
I smacked him on the back and said, “Hey, big guy, you’ll be great!”
He looked at me with one of those looks (the really grateful one) and
smiled. “Thanks,” he said.
As he started his speech, he cleared his throat, and began. “Graduation
is a time to thank those who helped you make it through those tough
years. Your parents, your teachers, your siblings, maybe a coach . . . but
mostly your friends. I am here to tell all of you that being a friend to
someone is the best gift you can give them. I am going to tell you a story.”
I just looked at my friend with disbelief as he told the story of the
first day we met. He had planned to kill himself over the weekend. He
talked of how he had cleaned out his locker so his Mom wouldn’t have
to do it later and was carrying his stuff home. He looked hard at me
and gave me a little smile. “Thankfully, I was saved. My friend saved
me from doing the unspeakable. “I heard the gasp go through the crowd
as this handsome, popular boy told us all about his weakest moment.
I saw his mom and dad looking at me and smiling that same grateful
smile. Not until that moment did I realize it’s depth.
Never underestimate the power of your actions. With one small
gesture you can change a person’s life. For better or for worse. God
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puts us all in each other’s lives to impact one another in some way.
Look for God in others.

resentment
Two men, both seriously ill, occupied the same hospital room. One man
was allowed to sit up in his bed for an hour a day to drain the fluids
from his lungs. His bed was next to the room’s only window. The other
man had to spend all his time flat on his back.
The men talked for hours on end. They spoke of their wives and
families, their homes, their jobs, their involvement in the military
service, where they had been on vacation. And every afternoon when
the man in the bed next to the window could sit up, he would pass the
time by describing to his roommate all the things he could see outside
the window.
The man in the other bed would live for those one-hour periods
where his world would be broadened and enlivened by all the activity
and color of the outside world. The window overlooked a park with
a lovely lake, the man had said. Ducks and swans played on the water
while children sailed their model boats. Lovers walked arm in arm
amid flowers of every color of the rainbow. Grand old trees graced
the landscape, and a fine view of the city skyline could be seen in the
distance. As the man by the window described all this in exquisite
detail, the man on the other side of the room would close his eyes and
imagine the picturesque scene.
One warm afternoon the man by the window described a parade
passing by. Although the other man could not hear the band, he could
see it in his mind’s eye as the gentleman by the window portrayed it
with descriptive words. Unexpectedly, an alien thought entered his
head: Why should he have all the pleasure of seeing everything while I
never get to see anything? It didn’t seem fair. As the thought fermented,
the man felt ashamed at first. But as the days passed and he missed
seeing more sights, his envy eroded into resentment and soon turned
him sour. He began to brood and found himself unable to sleep. He
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should be by that window—and that thought now controlled his life . . .
Late one night, as he lay staring at the ceiling, the man by the window began to cough. He was choking on the fluid in his lungs. The
other man watched in the dimly lit room as the struggling man by the
window groped for the button to call for help. Listening from across
the room, he never moved, never pushed his own button which would
have brought the nurse running. In less than five minutes, the coughing
and choking stopped, along with the sound of breathing. Now, there
was only silence—deathly silence.
The following morning, the day nurse arrived to bring water for
their baths. When she found the lifeless body of the man by the window,
she was saddened and called the hospital attendant to take it away—no
words, no fuss. As soon as it seemed appropriate, the man asked if he
could be moved next to the window. The nurse was happy to make the
switch and after making sure he was comfortable, she left him alone.
Slowly, painfully, he propped himself up on one elbow to take his
first look. Finally, he would have the joy of seeing it all himself. He
strained to slowly turn to look out the window beside the bed. It faced
a blank wall.

Just a Mom
A woman, renewing her driver’s license at the County Clerk’s office,
was asked by the woman recorder to state her occupation.
She hesitated, uncertain how to classify herself.
“What I mean is,” explained the recorder, “do you have a job or are
you just a . . . ?”
“Of course I have a job,” snapped the woman.
“I’m a mom.”
“We don’t list ‘mom’ as an occupation, ‘housewife’ covers it,” said
the recorder emphatically.
I forgot all about her story until one day I found myself in the same
situation, this time at our own Town Hall. The clerk was obviously a
career woman, poised, efficient, and possessed of a high sounding title
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like, “Official Interrogator” or “Town Registrar.”
“What is your occupation?” she probed.
What made me say it? I do not know. The words simply popped
out. “I’m a Research Associate in the field of Child Development and
Human Relations.”
The clerk paused, ball-point pen frozen in midair and looked up as
though she had not heard right.
I repeated the title slowly emphasizing the most significant words.
Then I stared with wonder as my pronouncement was written, in bold,
black ink on the official questionnaire.
“Might I ask,” said the clerk with new interest, “just what you do in
your field?”
Coolly, without any trace of fluster in my voice, I heard myself reply,
“I have a continuing program of research, (what mother doesn’t) in the
laboratory and in the field, (normally I would have said indoors and
out). I’m working for my Masters, (first the Lord and then the whole
family) and already have four credits (all daughters). Of course, the
job is one of the most demanding in the humanities, (any mother care
to disagree?) and I often work 14 hours a day, (24 is more like it). But
the job is more challenging than most run-of-the-mill careers and the
rewards are more of a satisfaction rather than just money.”
There was an increasing note of respect in the clerk’s voice as she
completed the form, stood up, and personally ushered me to the door.
As I drove into our driveway, buoyed up by my glamorous new career,
I was greeted by my lab assistants—ages 13, 7, and 3. Upstairs I could
hear our new experimental model, (a 6-month-old baby) in the child
development program, testing out a new vocal pattern.
I felt I had scored a beat on bureaucracy! And I had gone on the
official records as someone more distinguished and indispensable to
mankind than “just another mom.”
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Serious Business
Let me take you back a couple years. Come with me as we relearn a
lesson; one that has stuck with me, in my present memory, and inspires
me yet. I don’t remember exact conversation, but bear with me as I
supply something that would sound normal.
We walk into Elida Road Hardware. An old fashioned hardware store.
No automatic door, not a computer in the building. Nothing unusual
about the day, or the fact that we go to that store. It is one that I go
to fairly often. As we enter the door, two sounds greet us. The sleigh
bells of yesteryear, the ones that make that sweet, peaceful tinkle as
we open the door. The other sound is the electronic beeper that alerts
Andy of our presence.
“Good afternoon, Ryan,” comes the cheerful acknowledgment. Andy
Bianco is a very friendly sort of proprietor. He is of medium build and
height, we’ll say about 50, and the smile on his face welcomes us.
We walk across the old wood floor—destitute of stain or varnish,
and worn smooth—with its squeaky spots, and uneven joints. Andy
asks us what he can help us with. I tell him we are looking for a spring.
He very patiently replies “I carry lots of springs, you’re going to need
to be more specific.”
“Beats me what they’re called; just a spring for an old-fashioned
screen door.”
“That’s it. A screen door spring. Right down there.” We turn to where
he is pointing, and sure enough, there they are. Andy knows his store,
and his products. That’s why I come here instead of Meijer. The service
can’t be beat. The price, Yes. But service and satisfaction; no.
I pick up one and follow him to the counter. A keg of peanuts sits
beside the counter, and beside it, another for the hulls. Let me know
when Lowe’s does that. Covering the counter is a piece of Plexiglas,
and under it, all manner of business cards.
“Hey got a card? Put one under here. Free advertising space.”
“Thanks Andy, but I already have one. See, over here.”
“Well, I’ll be; you do.”
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He figures up the price, doing the math in his head. “$1.88, with
Uncle Sam’s share comes to $1.99”
“Put it on Pop’s account.”
He nods and smiles, remembering that this is the third item this
week that received that verdict.
“Good ole’ Pop’s account.” He chuckles. “I don’t know what you boys
would do without Pop’s account!”
He hands me the ticket and as I sign it I ask rhetorically, “You really
trust my signature?”
His reply startles, yet gladdens me. “When I can’t trust Jerry Hoover’s
boys; I can’t trust nobody!”
We leave, and the brain immediately starts to forget things, in order
of importance. But what Andy Bianco said that day, rang in my ears.
And it rings in my ears today. That’s a tall order to live up to. It’s a
high standard of integrity. My father made a reputation for that name,
and I get to enjoy the benefits thereof. But by the same token, I must
maintain that reputation. And that’s serious business.

A teacher in New York decided to honor each of her seniors in High
School by telling them the difference each of them had made. She called
each student to the front of the class, one at a time. First, she told each
of them how they had made a difference to her, and the class. Then she
presented each of them with a blue ribbon, imprinted with gold letters,
which read, “Who I Am Makes a Difference.”
Afterwards, the teacher decided to do a class project, to see what
kind of impact recognition would have on a community. She gave
each student three more blue ribbons, and instructed them to go out
and spread this acknowledgment ceremony. Then they were to follow
up on the results, see who honored whom, and report to the class in
about a week.
One of the boys in the class went to a junior executive in a nearby
company, and honored him for helping him with his career planning.
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He gave him a blue ribbon, and put it on his shirt.
Then he gave him two extra ribbons and said, “We’re doing a class
project on recognition, and we’d like for you to go out, find someone
to honor, and give them a blue ribbon. Then give them this extra blue
ribbon, so they can acknowledge a third person, to keep this ceremony
going. Then please get back to me and tell me what happened.”
Later that day, the junior executive went in to see his boss, who
had a reputation of being kind of a grouchy fellow. He told him that
he deeply admired him for being a creative genius.
The boss seemed very surprised. The junior executive asked him if
he would accept the gift of the blue ribbon, and give him permission
to put it on him.
His boss said, “Well, sure.”
The junior executive took one of the blue ribbons and placed it right
on his boss’s jacket, above his heart. And then he asked, offering him
the last ribbon, “Would you take this extra ribbon, and pass it on by
honoring somebody else. The teenager who gave me these is doing a
school project, and we want to keep this ribbon ceremony going and
see how it affects people.”
That night, the boss came home and sat down with his 14-year-old
son. He said, “The most incredible thing happened to me today. I was
in my office, and one of my employees came in and told me he admired
me, and gave me a blue ribbon for being a creative genius. Imagine! He
thinks I am a creative genius! Then he put a blue ribbon on me that
says, ‘Who I Am Makes a Difference.’ He gave me an extra ribbon and
asked me to find somebody else to honor. As I was driving home tonight,
I started thinking about who I would honor with this ribbon, and I
thought about you. I want to honor you. My days are hectic and when
I come home, I don’t pay a lot of attention to you. I yell at you for not
getting good enough grades and for your messy bedroom. Somehow,
tonight, I just wanted to sit here and, well, just let you know that you
do make a difference to me. Besides your mother, you are the most
important person in my life. You’re a great kid, and I love you!”
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The startled boy started to sob and sob, and he couldn’t stop crying.
His whole body shook. He looked up at his father and said through his
tears, “Dad, earlier tonight I sat in my room and wrote a letter to you
and Mom, explaining why I had took my life, and I asked you to forgive
me. I was going to commit suicide tonight after you were asleep. I just
didn’t think that you cared at all. The letter is upstairs. I don’t think
I’ll need it after all.”

running in the rain
She had been shopping with her mom in Wal-Mart. She must have been
6 years old, this beautiful red haired, freckle faced image of innocence.
It was pouring outside. The kind of rain that gushes over the top of
rain gutters, so much in a hurry to hit the earth it has no time to flow
down the spout. We all stood there under the awning and just inside
the door of the Wal-Mart. We waited, some patiently, others irritated
because nature messed up their hurried day. I am always mesmerized
by rainfall. I got lost in the sound and sight of the heavens washing
away the dirt and dust of the world. Memories were a welcome reprieve
from the worries of my day.
Her voice was so sweet as it broke the hypnotic trance we were all
caught in, “Mom, let’s run through the rain,” she said. “What?” Mom
asked. “Let’s run through the rain!” She repeated. “No, honey. We’ll
wait until it slows down a bit,” Mom replied. This young child waited
about another minute and repeated: “Mom, let’s run through the rain.”
“We’ll get soaked if we do,” Mom said. “No, we won’t, Mom. That’s not
what you said this morning,” the young girl said as she tugged at her
Mom’s arm.
“This morning? When did I say we could run through the rain and
not get wet?” “Don’t you remember? When you were talking to Daddy
about his cancer, you said, ‘If God can get us through this, he can get
us through anything!” The entire crowd stopped dead silent. I swear
you couldn’t hear anything but the rain. We all stood silently. No one
came or left in the next few minutes.
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Mom paused and thought for a moment about what she would say.
Now some would laugh it off and scold her for being silly. Some might
even ignore what was said. But this was a moment of affirmation in
a young child’s life. A time when innocent trust can be nurtured so
that it will bloom into faith. “Honey, you are absolutely right. Let’s run
through the rain. If god let’s us get wet, well maybe we just needed
washing,” Mom said. Then off they ran. We all stood watching, smiling
and laughing as they darted past the cars and yes, through the puddles.
They held their shopping bags over their heads just in case. They got
soaked. But they were followed by a few who screamed and laughed
like children all the way to their cars. And yes, I did. I ran. I got wet.
I needed washing.
Circumstances or people can take away your material possessions,
they can take away your money, and they can take away your health. But
no one can ever take away your precious memories . . . So, don’t forget
to make time and take the opportunities to make memories every day.

rocks
One day, an expert in time management was speaking to a group of
business students and, to drive home a point, used an illustration those
students will never forget.
As he stood in front of the group of high-powered overachievers
he said, “Okay, time for a quiz” and he pulled out a one-gallon, widemouth Mason jar and set it on the table in front of him. He also produced about a dozen fist-sized rocks and carefully placed them, one
at a time, into the jar. When the jar was filled to the top and no more
rocks would fit inside, he asked, “Is this jar full?”
Everyone in the class yelled, “Yes.”
The time management expert replied, “Really?” He reached under
the table and pulled out a bucket of gravel. He dumped some gravel in
and shook the jar causing pieces of gravel to work themselves down
into the spaces between the big rocks. He then asked the group once
more, “Is the jar full?”
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By this time the class was on to him. “Probably not,” one of them
answered. “Good!” he replied. He reached under the table and brought
out a bucket of sand. He started dumping the sand in the jar and it went
into all of the spaces left between the rocks and the gravel. Once more
he asked the question, “Is this jar full?”
“No!” the class shouted. Once again he said, Good.” Then he grabbed
a pitcher of water and began to pour it in until the jar was filled to the
brim. Then he looked at the class and asked, “What is the point of this
illustration?” One eager beaver raised his hand and said, “The point
is, no matter how full your schedule is, if you try really hard you can
always fit some more things in it!”
“No,” the speaker replied, “that’s not the point. The truth this illustration teaches us is if you don’t put the big rocks in first, you’ll never
get them in at all. What are the ‘big rocks’ in your life, time with your
loved ones, your faith, your education, your dreams, a worthy cause,
teaching or mentoring others? Remember to put these big rocks in
first or you’ll never get them in at all.
So, tonight, or in the morning, when you are reflecting on this short
story, ask yourself this question: What are the “big rocks” in my life?
Then, put those in your jar first.

the red Marbles
I was at the corner grocery store buying some early potatoes. I noticed
a small boy, delicate of bone and feature, ragged but clean, hungrily
apprising a basket of freshly picked green peas.
I paid for my potatoes but was also drawn to the display of fresh
green peas. I am a pushover for creamed peas and new potatoes. Pondering the peas, I couldn’t help overhearing the conversation between
Mr. Miller (the store owner) and the ragged boy next to me.
“Hello Barry, how are you today?”
“H’lo, Mr. Miller. Fine, thank ya. Jus’ admirin’ them peas. They sure
look good.”
“They are good, Barry. How’s your ma?”
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“Fine. Gittin’ stronger alla’ time.”
“Good. Anything I can help you with?”
“No, Sir. Jus’ admirin’ them peas.”
“Would you like to take some home?” asked Mr. Miller.
“No, Sir. Got nuthin’ to pay for ’em with.”
“Well, what have you to trade me for some of those peas?”
“All I got’s my prize marble here.”
“Is that right? Let me see it,” said Miller.
“Here ’tis. She’s a dandy.”
“I can see that. Hmmmmm, only thing is this one is blue and I sort
of go for red. Do you have a red one like this at home?” the store owner
asked.
“Not zackley but almost.”
“Tell you what. Take this sack of peas home with you and next trip
this way let me look at that red marble,” Mr. Miller told the boy.
“Sure will. Thanks Mr. Miller.”
Mrs. Miller, who had been standing nearby, came over to help me.
With a smile she said, “There are two other boys like him in our community, all three are in very poor circumstances. Jim just loves to bargain
with them for peas, apples, tomatoes, or whatever. When they come
back with their red marbles, and they always do, he decides he doesn’t
like red after all and he sends them home with a bag of produce for a
green marble or an orange one, when they come on their next trip to
the store.”
I left the store smiling to myself, impressed with this man. A short
time later I moved to Colorado, but I never forgot the story of this man,
the boys, and their bartering for marbles.
Several years went by, each more rapid than the previous one. Just
recently I had occasion to visit some old friends in that Idaho community and while I was there learned that Mr. Miller had died. They were
having his visitation that evening and knowing my friends wanted to
go, I agreed to accompany them. Upon arrival at the mortuary we fell
into line to meet the relatives of the deceased and to offer whatever
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words of comfort we could.
Ahead of us in line were three young men. One was in an army
uniform and the other two wore nice haircuts, dark suits and white
shirts . . . all very professional looking. They approached Mrs. Miller,
standing composed and smiling by her husband’s casket. Each of the
young men hugged her, kissed her on the cheek, spoke briefly with her
and moved on to the casket.
Her misty light blue eyes followed them as, one by one; each young
man stopped briefly and placed his own warm hand over the cold pale
hand in the casket. Each left the mortuary awkwardly, wiping his eyes.
Our turn came to meet Mrs. Miller. I told her who I was and reminded her of the story from those many years ago and what she had
told me about her husband’s bartering for marbles. With her eyes glistening, she took my hand and led me to the casket.
“Those three young men who just left were the boys I told you about.
They just told me how they appreciated the things Jim “traded” them.
Now, at last, when Jim could not change his mind about color or size
. . . they came to pay their debt.”
“We’ve never had a great deal of the wealth of this world,” she confided,
“but right now, Jim would consider himself the richest man in Idaho.”
With loving gentleness she lifted the lifeless fingers of her deceased
husband. Resting underneath were three exquisitely shined red marbles.

I Knew You Would Come
Horror gripped the heart of the World War I soldier as he saw his lifelong friend fall in battle. Caught in a trench with continuous gunfire
whizzing over his head, the soldier asked his lieutenant if he might go
out into the “no man’s land” between the trenches to bring his fallen
comrade back.
“You can go,” said the lieutenant, “but I don’t think it will be worth it.
Your friend is probably dead and you may throw your life away.” The
lieutenant’s advice didn’t matter, and the soldier went anyway.
Miraculously he managed to reach his friend, hoist him onto his
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shoulder and bring him back to their company’s trench. As the two
of them tumbled in together to the bottom of the trench, the officer
checked the wounded soldier, and then looked kindly at his friend.
“I told you it wouldn’t be worth it,” he said. “Your friend is dead and
you are mortally wounded.”
“It was worth it, though, sir,” said the soldier.
“What do you mean; worth it?” responded the Lieutenant. “Your
friend is dead.”
“yes, Sir” the private answered. “But it was worth it because when I
got to him, he was still alive and I had the satisfaction of hearing him
saying, “jim……, i knew you’d come.”

two Chipmunks
Two chipmunks, Chipper and Bud, were best friends. They lived in a
forest of plenty in which oak trees were so tall; they seemed to reach
into the blue skies and they dropped a plentiful supply of nuts, in all
but the coldest months of winter.
During the summer, the sun was warm and bright and the meadow
was covered in flowers whose pedals bloomed in bright reds and purples
and golden yellows.
Chipper and Bud frolicked together, exploring all that nature had to
offer as they climbed the trees and smelled the perfumed scented flowers and joyfully munched on a wide variety of acorns and other nuts.
But as time passed, Bud began eating more nuts and climbed less
as he began waddling through the meadow, the increasing size of his
tummy slowing him down. And he was often winded as he tried to
keep up with Chipper.
“You go ahead,” Bud would say to Chipper. “I’ll catch up later.” Until
after awhile, Bud spent most his day laying in the shade cast by a giant
oak tree, and eating all the acorns in his reach.
“You’ve got to get in shape,” Chipper would say to his best friend.
“This isn’t healthy for you.” But Bud would ignore the advice, as his
girth continued to grow.
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Then one day, a sharp eyed hawk with a razor sharp beak and a six
foot wingspan flew overhead looking for an easy meal. It didn’t take
him long to spot Bud.
“Run!” yelled Chipper in desperation, as he saw the hawk begin to
dive down. “Run as fast as you can!” But it was too late.
Bud tried to run but he was far too slow. As the hawk swiftly swooped
down his claws reached out for Bud. In just that instant, Bud stumbled
and landed in a gopher hole. It saved his life.
As the hawk flew off in search of other prey, Chipper helped Bud out
of the hole. Gasping for air and trembling from fright, it was several
minutes before Bud could speak.
“Being in poor condition,” said Chipper, “nearly cost you your life.”
Before responding Bud closed his eyes and tried to calm himself, his
heart pounding so hard, it echoed in his ears. “I know,” he gasped.
“Starting now,” Bud said, “I’m going to eat less and exercise more.
I never felt good about myself with a big tummy, and I’ve missed all
the fun times we used to have together.”
Chipper nuzzled his friend. “That’s the spirit Bud,” he said with
a warm assuring smile. “It’s good to have you back again, and thank
goodness we get another chance. You will find life much more rewarding and the acorns you do eat will taste sweeter.”
At times, most of us have had Bud’s problem. But with a little care
we can solve it and reap the rewards.

three Stringed Violin
On Nov. 18, 1995, Itzhak Perlman, the violinist, came on stage to give
a concert at Avery Fisher Hall at Lincoln Center in New York City.
If you have ever been to a Perlman concert, you know that getting
on stage is no small achievement for him. He was stricken with polio
as a child, and so he has braces on both legs and walks with the aid
of two crutches. To see him walk across the stage one step at a time,
painfully and slowly, is an awesome sight.
He walks painfully, yet majestically, until he reaches his chair. Then
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he sits down, slowly, puts his crutches on the floor, undoes the clasps
on his legs, tucks one foot back and extends the other foot forward.
Then he bends down and picks up the violin, puts it under his chin,
nods to the conductor and proceeds to play.
By now, the audience is used to this ritual. They sit quietly while he
makes his way across the stage to his chair. They remain reverently silent
while he undoes the clasps on his legs. They wait until he is ready to play.
But this time, something went wrong. Just as he finished the first few
bars, one of the strings on his violin broke. You could hear it snap—it
went off like gunfire across the room. There was no mistaking what
that sound meant. There was no mistaking what he had to do.
We figured that he would have to get up, put on the clasps again,
pick up the crutches and limp his way off stage—to either find another
violin or else find another string for this one. But he didn’t. Instead,
he waited a moment, closed his eyes and then signaled the conductor
to begin again.
The orchestra began, and he played from where he had left off. And
he played with such passion and such power and such purity as they
had never heard before.
Of course, anyone knows that it is impossible to play a symphonic
work with just three strings. I know that, and you know that, but that
night Itzhak Perlman refused to know that.
You could see him modulating, changing, re-composing the piece
in his head. At one point, it sounded like he was de-tuning the strings
to get new sounds from them that they had never made before.
When he finished, there was an awesome silence in the room. And
then people rose and cheered. There was an extraordinary outburst
of applause from every corner of the auditorium. We were all on our
feet, screaming and cheering, doing everything we could to show how
much we appreciated what he had done.
He smiled, wiped the sweat from this brow, raised his bow to quiet
us, and then he said—not boastfully, but in a quiet, pensive, reverent
tone—“You know, sometimes it is the artist’s task to find out how much
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music you can still make with what you have left.”
What a powerful line that is. It has stayed in my mind ever since I
heard it. And who knows? Perhaps that is the definition of life—not
just for artists but for all of us.
Here is a man who has prepared all his life to make music on a
violin of four strings, who, all of a sudden, in the middle of a concert,
finds himself with only three strings; so he makes music with three
strings, and the music he made that night with just three strings was
more beautiful, more sacred, more memorable, than any that he had
ever made before, when he had four strings.
So, perhaps our task in this shaky, fast-changing, bewildering world
in which we live is to make music, at first with all that we have, and then,
when that is no longer possible, to make music with what we have left.

all the time in the World . . .
While at the park one day, a woman sat down next to a man on a bench
near a playground. “That’s my son over there,” she said, pointing to a
little boy in a red sweater who was gliding down the slide. “He’s a fine
looking boy,” the man said.
“That’s my son on the swing in the blue sweater.” Then, looking at
his watch, he called to his son. “What do you say we go, Todd?” Todd
pleaded, “Just five more minutes, Dad. Please? Just five more minutes.”
The man nodded and Todd continued to swing to his heart’s content.
Minutes passed and the father stood and called again to his son.
“Time to go now?” Again Todd pleaded, “Five more minutes, Dad. Just
five more minutes.” The man smiled and said, “O.K.”
“My, you certainly are a patient father,” the woman responded.
The man smiled and then said, “My older son Tommy was killed by
a drunk driver last year while he was riding his bike near here. I never
spent much time with Tommy and now I ‘d give anything for just five
more minutes with him. I’ve vowed not to make the same mistake
with Todd. He thinks he has five more minutes to swing. The truth is
. . . I get five more minutes to watch him play.”
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an angel
An Angel wrote: Many people will walk in and out of your life, but
only true friends will leave footprints in your heart.
To handle yourself, use your head; To handle others, use your heart.
Anger is only one letter short of danger.
If someone betrays you once, it’s his fault; if he betrays you twice,
it’s your fault.
Great minds discuss ideas; Average minds discuss events; Small
minds discuss people.
God gives every bird it’s food, but He does not throw it into it’s nest.
He who loses money, loses much; He who loses a friend, loses more;
He who loses faith, loses all.
Beautiful young people are acts of nature, but beautiful old people
are works of art.
Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t live long enough to
make them all yourself.
The tongue weighs practically nothing, but so few people can hold it.
Choose How to Start Your Day
Jerry is the kind of guy you love to hate. He is always in a good mood
and always has something positive to say. When someone would ask
him how he was doing, he would reply, “If I were any better, I would
be twins!” He was a unique manager because he had several waiters
who had followed him around from restaurant to restaurant.
The reason the waiters followed Jerry was because of his attitude.
He was a natural motivator. If an employee was having a bad day, Jerry
was there telling the employee how to look on the positive side of the
situation.
Seeing this style really made me curious, so one day I went up to
Jerry and asked him, I don’t get it! You can’t be a positive person all of
the time. How do you do it?” Jerry replied, “Each morning I wake up
and say to myself, Jerry, you have two choices today. You can choose
to be in a good mood or you can choose to be in a bad mood.
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I choose to be in a good mood. Each time something bad happens,
I can choose to be a victim or I can choose to learn from it. I choose
to learn from it. Every time someone comes to me complaining, I can
choose to accept their complaining or I can point out the positive side
of life. I choose the positive side of life.
“Yeah, right, it’s not that easy,” I protested. “Yes, it is,” Jerry said. “Life
is all about choices. When you cut away all the junk, every situation
is a choice. You choose how you react to situations. You choose how
people will affect your mood. You choose to be in a good mood or bad
mood. The bottom line: It’s your choice how you live life.”
I reflected on what Jerry said. Soon thereafter, I left the restaurant
industry to start my own business. We lost touch, but I often thought
about him when I made a choice about life instead of reacting to it.
Several years later, I heard that Jerry did something you are never
supposed to do in a restaurant business: he left the back door open one
morning and was held up at gun point by three armed robbers. While
trying to open the safe, his hand, shaking from nervousness, slipped off
the combination. The robbers panicked and shot him. Luckily, Jerry was
found relatively quickly and rushed to the local trauma center. After 18
hours of surgery and weeks of intensive care, Jerry was released from
the hospital with fragments of the bullets still in his body.
I saw Jerry about six months after the accident. When I asked him
how he was, he replied, “If I were any better, I’d be twins. Wanna see
my scars?” I declined to see his wounds, but did ask him what had
gone through his mind as the robbery took place. “The first thing that
went through my mind was that I should have locked the back door,”
Jerry replied. “Then, as I lay on the floor, I remembered that I had two
choices: I could choose to live or I could choose to die. I chose to live.”
“Weren’t you scared? Did you lose consciousness?” I asked. Jerry
continued, “. . . the paramedics were great. They kept telling me I was
going to be fine. But when they wheeled me into the ER and I saw the
expressions on the faces of the doctors and nurses, I got really scared.
In their eyes, I read ‘he’s a dead man.’ I knew I needed to take action.”
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“What did you do?” I asked.
“Well, there was a big burly nurse shouting questions at me,” said
Jerry. “She asked if I was allergic to anything. ‘Yes,’ I replied. The doctors and nurses stopped working as they waited for my reply. I took a
deep breath and yelled, ‘Bullets!’ Over their laughter, I told them, ‘I am
choosing to live. Operate on me as if I am alive, not dead.’”
Jerry lived thanks to the skill of his doctors, but also because of his
amazing attitude. I learned from him that every day we have the choice
to live fully. Attitude, after all, is everything.

this is Good
An old story is told of a king in Africa who had a close friend with
whom he grew up. The friend had a habit of looking at every situation that ever occurred in his life (positive or negative) and remarking,
“This is good!”
One day the king and his friend were out on a hunting expedition.
The friend would load and prepare the guns for the king. The friend
had apparently done something wrong in preparing one of the guns,
for after taking the gun from his friend, the king fired it and his thumb
was blown off.
Examining the situation the friend remarked as usual, “This is good!”
To which the king replied, “No, this is not good!” and proceeded to
send his friend to jail.
About a year later, the king was hunting in an area that he should
have known to stay clear of. Cannibals captured him and took him to
their village. They tied his hands, stacked some wood, set up a stake
and bound him to the stake. As they came near to set fire to the wood,
they noticed that the king was missing a thumb. Being superstitious,
they never ate anyone that was less than whole. So untying the king,
they sent him on his way.
As he returned home, he was reminded of the event that had taken
his thumb and felt remorse for his treatment of his friend. He went
immediately to the jail to speak with his friend. “You were right,” he
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said, “it was good that my thumb was blown off.”
And he proceeded to tell the friend all that had just happened. “And so
I am very sorry for sending you to jail for so long. It was bad for me to do
this.” “No,” his friend replied, “This is good!” “What do you mean, ‘This is
good’? How could it be good that I sent my friend to jail for a year?”
“If I had not been in jail, I would have been with you.”

While walking along a beach, an elderly gentleman saw someone in the
distance leaning down, picking something up and throwing it back into
the ocean. As he got closer, he noticed that the figure was that of a young
man, picking up starfish one by one and tossing each one gently back into
the water.
The old man smiled, and said, “I must ask, then, why are you throwing
starfish into the ocean?”
To this, the young man replied, “The sun is up and the tide is going out.
If I don’t throw them in, they’ll die.”
Upon hearing this, the elderly observer commented, “But young man,
do you not realize that there are miles and miles of beach and there are
starfish all along every mile? You can’t possibly make a difference!”
The young man listened politely. Then he bent down, picked up another
starfish, threw it back into the ocean past the breaking waves and said, “It
made a difference for that one.”

Chapter 42

nAmAste
The greatness inside me honors
the greatness inside you.
The divinity inside me honors
the divinity inside you.
The love inside me honors
the love inside you.

I invite you to visit me at www.AnilGuptaInspires.com

